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Book V

CHAP
Of Figurate

. H.
Numbers.

H i . Definitions.

I. TV T UMBERS are called Figurate from Geometrical Figures, which they are
I

capable of representing in a certain Manner, by a particular Disposition of
” their Units ( as shall be presently explained ;) which is a Part of the antient ‘Pythagorean Speculations about Numbers and Geometrical Figures ; from the
Comparison of which they found such Likenesses and Correspondencies, whence they
pretended to discover many Mysteries and Secrets os Nature . Our Business here is to
consider these Numbers as a Subject purely Arithmetical , and upon the Principles of
Numbers only to explain their Connections and Properties ; yet it being necessary to
have Names for Things , and simple Names being more convenient than long Descrip¬
tions ; and the Geometrical Names (described below ) being still in use, we shall re¬
tain them , and explain the Reason and Meaning of them , for their sake who have Ac¬
quaintance enough with Geometry to "understand it, or Imagination to conceive it by
the following Explications ; for others, they' must take them as mere Names, by which
these Numbers are designed and distinguished.
II . Take any Arithmetical Progression, beginning with i , and whose common
Difference is any integral Number 5 then take the Sums of these Series continually
from the beginning ; and again, the Sums of these Sums, and so on for ever. These
several Series of Sums are called in general Figurate Numbers , but more particularly,
the first Sums are called plain Figurates , and also Polygons ; the second Sums are
called solid Figurates , and also Pyramids ; the third Sums are called second Pyramidals , and so on. But again,
III . Polygons are distinguished thus, If the common Difference in the Series -W,
whence they proceed, or whose Sums they are, is 1. as 1 . 2. 3 . &c. the Sums 1 . 3.
6 5c
. £ . are called Triangles .

If the Difference is 2, as 1 . 3 . 5 - & C' the

Sums 1 .

4 . 9 . L?c. are called Quadrangles, and particularly Squares, if the Difference is 3,
as 1 . 4 . 7. ££?c. the Sums 1 . 5 . 12 . &c. are called Quinquangles or Pentagons , and
so on ; the Name of the Polygon expressing a Figure of a Number of Angles, which is
2 more than the common Difference of the Series
In the same Manner,
IV . Pyramids , and all the following Sums , are distinguished by the Polygon
whence they proceed ; and thus we have Triangular Pyramids , Square Pyramids , of.
also Triangular and Square , second Pyramidals , third Pyramidals , and so on.
V . Since the Pyramidals do all proceed from Polygons, they may also be called Polygpnal Numbers ; and the whole Order of Sums be more conveniently distinguished,
by calling them Polygonals of the first, second,
Order : Thus , the first Sams or
Polygons, are Polygonals of the first Order ; the second Sums , or Pyramids , are Poly¬
gonals of the second Order . And again, for the several Orders proceeding from diffe¬
rent Series- h/, they are to be distinguished by the Name of the Polygon , which is

}

Order
, on
.

>articularly applied to the first
and so
Thus all the Order of Sums proceeding
rom the Series 1 . 2 . 3 .
arc Triangulars of the first or second, Zyc. Order . These
from the Series 1 . 3 . 5 . &c. are Polygonals of the square Kind , and so on. Observe
again, That instead of these Names Triangular
,
it will be sometimes more con¬
venient
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venient to distinguish them by first Species, second Species, £*?<:. and then the Arith¬
metical Denominations of first, second, &c. being the same Numbers as the common
Differences of the Series -4-/, these are clearly marked by this Denomination ; and
thus as all the different Series of Sums come under the general Name of Polygonal
Numbers , so these from different Series -W are distinguished by different Species, and
the different Series of Sums proceeding from the same Series -W are distinguished by
different Orders . But xn the last Place observe, that we shall sometimes use the sim¬
ple Name Polygon 3 or also particularly , Triangle , Square , £S’c. when we speak os
the first Sums, or first Order of Polygonals also
;
the simple Name ‘Pyramid for the
second Sums, or Sums of Polygons.
I shall now represent all these Series in distinct Tables , according to their Specie*
and Orders 3 and then explain the Reason of the particular Names.
'Table

of

Polygonal

Numbers.

Polygons, or
Polygonals, ift Order..

Series ~^-l

Pyramids ,
Polyg .zdOrder.

I. 5. 15. 35
I. 6. 20. 50
I. 7. 23.
"a I. 8. 30.
en I* 9- 35- 95
1. 10 . 40 . no

Triangles , 1.
2 . 3. 4
1. 3. 5. 7
g Squares , 1.
1. 4 . 7. xo &c. S Pentagons, 1.
1 . 5. 9 . 13
^ Hexagons , 1.

3. 6. 10
1. 4. 10. 10
4. 9. 16
g i > 5. r4 - 30
5. 12,. 22 ^ , I 1. 6. 18. 40
tf. 15. 28 ^ ' ^ 1. 7. 22. 30
^ ■Heptagons , 1. 7. 18. 34
1. 8. 16. 60
Octogons , 1. 8. 21. 40
1. 9. 30. 70

1.

1 . 6 . 11 . 1 6

1. 7. 13. 19

&C.

id Pyramidols
Polyg. 3 d Order.

U<*‘-

oc.

iSc.

The Reason of the Names.
A Number is called a Polygon , from the Representation of a plain Figure havingmany Angles, and such too as is Regular , or has equal Angles , and equal Sides.
Thus Triangles represent Equiangular Triangles, Squares , equal angled Quadran¬
gles, and so on. Whicb Representation you see in the following Schemes3 wherein 1
is of all Species, because every Thing is an Unit of its Kind . .

Polygons.
Triangles.
- r,

Squares.
xo

6,

h' ‘

Pentagons.

•U

%

5,

16

9

Hexagons. .
•

,

4,

•

»

•

12

1*

6.

•

<

*5

Such is the Disposition of the Units of these Numbers , from whence they are called
Triangles, c & . and so will the Representation go on as it is here begun, both as to
thet
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the Continuation of these here represented , and all the other Species. But as I meddle
no further with these Speculations , so I shall .say no more for the Demonstration of it j
only this one Thing I must here observe, That the Surps of the Series 1 . 5 . 5
viz. 1 . 4 . 9 &c. are not only square Numbers , but they are the Series of Squares
of the natural Progression, 1 . 2 . 3 So
far as the Series is here carried you lee the
Truth of the Observation j and that it must continue so for ever may be easily per¬
ceived from the Consideration of the Numbers , and the Manner of disposing their
Units . But I shall not leave the Demonstration of it merely upon this ; in another
Place I shall propose and demonstrate it distinctly by it self • and till then , consider
these Numbers only as the Sums of the Series 1 . 3 . 5SV.
£

Pyramids.
triangular

•

I>

•

4>

10,

.

Square.

20

5,

14

By conceiving the Planes of each of the Polygons which compose a Pyramid to be pla¬
ced parallel over one another , and disposed, with respect to the Situation of their An¬
gles and Distances, so that the respective Angles of each Polygon be in a right Line with
one another, and with the vertical Point or Unit 3 this does in a Manner represent a
‘Pyramid, and hence the Name.
The other Orders of Pyramidals have no such Representation , and are mere Com¬
binations of the preceding , called Pyramidals only for a Distinction from the Pyra¬
mids whence they proceed.
VI . The Place of any Term in any Series of Polygonals, which is the Number of
Places from the beginning to that Term , is called the Root or Side of that Polygonal j
because in the Polygon, represented it is the Number of Points or Units that makes the
Side of the Figure ; so 10 is the 4th Term of the Triangles , and 20 the 4th Term of
the Triangular Pyramids ; wherefore 4 is called their Root or Side 5 or we may as well
call it the Place of any Term.
VII . Polygonals that stand in the some Places of their respective Series, are called
Collaterals {i . e. having the same Side .)
VIII . The Product of any two Numbers is called also a plain Figurate Number 5
and is particularly a Quadrangle , because it can represent such a Figure ; and the two
Factors are called the Sides of the Figure , as in the annex ’d
Examples
. And observe , that though Squares are Quadran¬
" 6— 2X3
gles, yet because every Quadrangle is not a Square , there¬
fore they may be distinguished by applying the general
Name Quadrangle to all the Species excepting Squares.
. 12 = 3X4
But the Difference will be better marked by distinguishing
them into Oblongs and Squares. Yet
again, observe, that
the Name Oblong is more particularly applied to that kind
wherein
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wherein the Sides differ by i , which are the only Oblongs we consider here, because
of their Connection with the Figurates above deseribed ; the whole Series of which
Oblongs is made out by talcing the natural Series 1 . 2 . 3, EFc. and multiplying each
Term into the next, as here,
i
Oblongs

.' 2.
3.
2 . 611 .

41.
5.
<5 Sstc.
. 20“ 30
L§c.

IX . The Product of any 3 Numbers is called also a solid Figurate Number, and
particularly a Prism ; and yet more particularly it’s a Quadrangular Prism; for the
Product of two Numbers is a Quadrangle, and the Product of this by the remaining
Factor makes a Prism ; because by taking any Quadrangle (or other plain Figure) a
certain Number of Times , and conceiving them all placed parallel to one another at
equal Distances, and so situated, that their respective Angles are in a right Line , they
do in a manner represent what in Geometry is called a Prism. But again, in this Do¬
ctrine of Figurates, if we take the Product of any of the above described Polygons
multiplied by its Side , that is called a Prism (though some of them are not composed
os 3 Factors; and such as are so, yet are not considered in that Manner.)
These Prisms are also distinguished by the Polygon whence they proceed. Again,
taking the Sums of these Series of Prisms, and the Sums of those Sums, and se on, we
have new Scries, which may be called in general Prismatick Numbers, to be distin¬
guished the same Way as Polygonah , by different Orders and Species, as in the fol¬
lowing Tables.
Again, Prisms being multiplied by their Sides, produce a new Kind of Prisma ticks ; and these again multiplied by their Sides, produce another Kind, and so on ;
all which we may distinguish by the Names of different Degrees, calling the Products
of Polygons by their Sides, Pristnaticks of the first Degree $ the Products of these
again by their Sides, Prismaticks of the second Degree , and so on. Observe also,
That these several Degrees of Prismaticks are the Products of their Polygons by such
a Power of their Sides as expresses that Degree 5 for a being any Polygon, and n its
Side, the Prismaticks of the several Degrees proceeding from this Polygon are aXn.
axnxn.—axnn. aXnnxn—aXnnn. Sic. Again , the Sums of Prismaticks of any Degree
make also different Orders of Prismaticks of that Degree. Lastly, By the simple
Name of Prisms always understand the first. Degree , or Product of Polygons by their.
Sides.
Polygons.
Pricing, i .z. 6.10
Square 1 .4. 9. 16 ^
Pentag. t .5.12.22 0
Hexa. 1 .6.15,28

Prisms , or
Prismaticks us the

>

r (I Degree and ist Order, j

Pr lung.
Cubes,
Pent. i
Hex.

1. 6.
1. 8.
.ro.
1.1.2.
isc.

18. 40
27. 64
36. 88 uc ‘
45.112

2d Degree , ist Order,

Pricing.
i .l2 , 54, (60
cytb Powers \ .\ 6. 81.256
Pent.
1. 20.108.352
Hex.
1.24.135.448
e ?c.

Prismaticks ,
1st Degree , 2d Order.

j. 7. 25. 65

I . 9 . 36 .100 £
I . II . 47 -135 ^
I .13. 92 .204

&c.
id Degree , id Order.
1 13. 67 .227
1.17. 98 .354 Lot.
1.21 .129 .481 ^
1. 25. 160 .608

tSc.
SCHOL,
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Schol. We have observed already , That the Polygons of the second Species are
the Series of Squares of the Progression r . z . 3 ££>c.which
(
shall be demonstrated af¬
terwards .) And now from this and the Construction of Prismaticks , it follows, that these
os the second Species, and ist Order of all the Degrees successively, are the several Series
of the superior Powers of the fame Progression 1 . 2 . 3, Thus
, those os the first De¬
gree are Cubes or third Powers3 and universally , those of the n Degree are n-j- z
Powers . Therefore the whole Doctrine of Powers and Roots may be considered as a
Part of this of Figurate Numbers ; but as the calling them Figurates proceeds from a
Consideration which is not properly Arithmetical3 so the Order and Connection of
Things in Arithmetick required that this Part concerning Powers and Roots , which is
the most useful and necessary, should be particularly handled in another Place, as it
is in Book III . and several Properties of these and other Composite Numbers (which
aye all Figurates ) you have in Chap. I . of this Book.
We proceed now to explain the Properties of such Figurates as have not been yet
handled , and some remaining Properties of those that have been in part considered
already.

H 2. Of Polygonal Numbers.
Theorem

I.

Tj’Very Number is a Polygonal of every Species, and also of every Order whose Denominations are less than it by 2, or by any greater Number.
Exam. 5 is a Polygonal of the Third , and of all the preceding Species and
Orders.
Demon . The first Term in every Species and Order being 13 the second Terms in

the several Orders of the same Specks , and of the same Order in all the different Spe¬
cies, are, by the Construction , in Arithmetical Progression, with the common Differ
rence 1. Again , the second Term of the first Species in every Order is more by 2
than the Denomination of that Order , and is the least Number , except 1, of all the
other Polygonals of that Order 3 comparing these Things , the Truth proposed is ma¬
nifest.

L E MMA.
Let any Number of different Series, a . b. c. d.c& . e. f . g . h.c & . as in the Margin,
be such, that each collateral Column , as d, ht m . q.c & . is an Arithmetical Progres¬
sion. Also, let A . B . C . D S5?c. be the Sums of the [former , thus , a—A.
and se on. Then are the Collaterals of this last Table also -H , and their common Dif¬
ference is the Sum of the Differences of all the collateral Columns of the first Table
backwards , from that which is in the same Place with any given Column of the second.
Thus , let e—a—x. f —b—y . g—r= e , and h—d= v, whose Sum call 8 3 then is D .
H . M . Q_in the common Difference 8, or H—D= S (= x-f ^ -f -3-f-z;.)

A
E
. •k . I .m I
.0 . p . q N
.b.c. d
h

B
F

C D
G H
L , M

Demon .

a-\ -b-\-c-\ -d-\ -S 3

for

S= e—A-\ -f —b-\ -g—c-\ ~h—d 3 also
£>
and so of the other Series 3 then
K
because ’D~ afb -\-c-\ -d, H —e-\ -f -\ -g-{-h. M— i
O P ,
Q ~n -\ -o-^rp -\ -q, therefore ’tis evi¬
dent that H= D+ S. M—H-fS . Qf =M+ S, and
se on: The Reason is the fame , how large
soever the Tables are, and which soever
Column we chuse.

a

Theo-
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Theorem
II.
The Collaterals of the several Series —I whose
(
Sums make Polygons) are also —I,
whose common Difference is the preceding Term of the first Dine ; so 4 . 7 . 10 . 15
have the common Difference 3.
Again , the Collaterals of the several Species of any Order of Polygonals, are -4- J,
whose Difference is the preceding Term of the first Line or Triangular Species ; so In
the first Order , ro . 16 . 2r. 28. differ by 6.
Demon . i ° . For the Collaterals

of the Series

the first and least Term

of each

Series is 1 ; and calling the Difference in any Series d, the « th Term is i -j- «— ixj
(by the Rules of Progressions-f-/.) But in the several Seri es the Differences are gra¬
dually 1 . 2 . 35V
£ . wherefore in the Expression i - |-n —ixi , Abeing successively r .
2 . 3 £5?c. it follows that the Collaterals expressed universally i -f -n —ixd , are these
i-j-»—1 :
—1X2: i-)-«—1X3 Vc. which is a Series in the Difference
n—r,
which is the Term of the first Series preceding 0, the Place of the Collaterals.
20. For the Collaterals of the several Orders of Polygonals, the Theorem follows
plainly from the preceding Lemma : For the Polygonals of the ist Order proceed from
the Series -H , whose Collaterals are — therefore , by the Lemma , these last are al¬
so
and their Differences are the Sums of the Differences in the corresponding, and
all the preceding Columns of the .other : Also these other Differences being the pre¬
ceding Term ofthe first Line , their Sum is tho preceding Term of the first or Trian¬
gular Species of the first Order of Polygonals, or of the simple Polygons. For the
seme Reason, the Thing proposed is true in the second, and all the following Orders
of Polygonals.
Corol . A Polygonal Number of any Order and Species is equal to the Sum of the

Collateral Polygonal of any preceding Species of the seme Order , and the Product of
the Distance of these two Species (/ . e. the Number of the Species, less 1, from the one
Species to the others ) multiplied by the preceding Polygonal of the first Species.
This is manifest, because it is nothing but the Rule for expressing the greatest Term of
a Series -f-/, by means of the lesser Term , the Number of Terms , and the common
Difference . Thus , for Example , in the first Order , 28 is in the 4th Place of the
4th Species, and 28— the Sum of 16 ( the 4th Term of the rd Species) - f” Ia
(the Product of 6, the preceding Triangular , and 2, the Distance of the 4th and
rd Species.)
General Scholium.
In order to find the Sum of any Series of Polygonals, or any Term of any Series of
Polygonals, it is plain that we want only a Rule for finding any Sum , or Term of any
Series of the ilt or Triangular Species ; because thereby we can find any Term of the Col¬
laterals of the Order given, by Coroll. preceding . Jlzain observe, That any Polygonal
of the first Order being the Sum of an Arithmetical ^ regression, we know how to find
any of these by the Rules of Progressions, and what we want is a Rule for the other
Orders ; but there is one general Rule which comprehends them all ; in order to the
Investigation of which, and to make it the more simple and easy, we must consider
the natural Progression 1 . 2 . 3. from (
which the Triangulars proceed ) as the
Sums of a Series of Units 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . £J?e. for the Sums of these continually from the
beginning are 1 . 2 . 3 . 4.
Let us then begin with the Series cf Units , and take the Series of their Sums, and
the Sum of these Sums, and so on ; and thus we shall have, from the most simple Ori¬
ginal, the whole Orders of Polygonals of the Triangular Kind 5 and though , properly
F ff
speak-

H.O2
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speaking, the Sums of the Series 1 . 2 . 3. & c- are the first Order of Triangulars , yet
it is convenient that we distinguish all the Series of the following Table by different
Orders , calling the Series 1 . 1 . 1 .
the first Order , and r . 2 . 3 . ifc- the second ;
for they may be also call’d Triangular Numbers , because what are more properly fa
proceed from them . It is true indeed , that by this Means the numbering of the Or¬
ders is different from the Method already laid down, but that will cause no Difficulty,
because this Way of numbering the Triangulars is used only with relation to the Rule
we are now investigating , and has this constant Connexion with the other , that the
Number of the Order in this Method is always 2 more than that in the other Method j
and besides, by adding two Words we can save all Ambiguity 3 thus , when we speakof any Order of Triangulars , far Example , the fourth Order , say the faurth Order from.
Units , and then all is clear ; and if that is not added , you are to understand the Order
number 'd from the Series of Triangles (or Sums of the Series 1 . 2 . 3 as
•
in all
the other Species the Orders are constantly number ’d from their Polygons.
Prom the Constructs
on of this Table I make
'Table of Triangular Numbers
’■'3 v
from a Series of Units.
this useful Observation.
Q
Every Term of every
i
I
1
l :
l :
I
1
I■
Order is equal to the
2
L
Sum of the Collateral
9
6 7:
:
8
4
5
3
10
6
45
21 ; 28 :
36
15
Term of the preceding
3
4 10 20
56 : 84 : 110
35
165
Order , and the preceding
Term of the fame Order.
495
70 126 : 210 : 330
5 U
35
21 5<5 126 252 : 462 : 792 1287 - Thus , 3j ,(the 5th Term
6
28 84. 210
7
442 924
:
: 1716
2002
of the 4th Order ) is= x5>
(the Collateral or 5th
Term of the preceding or 3d Order ) + 20 (the preceding or 4th Term of the fame 4th
Order .) The universal Truth , of which Observation is manifest from the Constru->
ction.
Tbiosem

^III.

The Series of -Numbers of any.Order of the Triangulars , deduced from a Series of
Units , is the fame Series as the Series of Collaterals, the Number of whose Place from
the beginning is equal to the Number of the Order of the other . . Thus ,the Collaterals
in the 6th Place are the fame as the Triangulars of the 6th Order , viz. 1 . 6 . 21,
ifc.
Demon . The Truth of this Theorem *appears in the preceding Table , so far as it
is carried ; and- the . Construction of the Table attentively consider’d will make the
Universality of it plain. But to remove all Difficulty, I shall prove it thus,
1° . Every Term of any Collateral Column is equal to the Sum of all the Terms of
the preceding Column , from the fame Order upwards. So in the Collaterals of the
4th Place , the Term 35= ;i 5+ 10+ 6+ 3+ 1, the preceding Column . And the Uni¬
versality of this is manifest from the Observation made above upon the Construction osthe.
Table ; for the ist Term in every Column is the same, viz,. 1 ; then the 2d Term is
the Sum of the first Term of the fame Column , and the ad Term of the preceding
Column ( by that Observation ) i . e. the Sum of .the ist and ad Terms of the prece¬
ding Column ; the 3d Term is the Sum of the preceding , or ad Term of the fame
Column {viz. the Sum of the ist and ad Terms of the preceding Column ) and the
corresponding or 3d Term of the preceding Column ; and so on.
2° . From what is last shewn it is manifest, that the several Collateral Columns are
also the Sums of Numbers taken continually from a Series of Units , which is the ist Co¬
lumn 5
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lumn ; and thence it appears plainly , that the perpendicular Columns at any Distance
from the ist Column of Units , must be ad infinitum the fame as the transverse Lines
or Series of Numbers , at equal Distance from the Series of Units , which is the first
Line.
Coroix

. The Term

in any Place of any Order of Triangulars

sin the preceding

Table ) is equal to that Term whose Place is the Number of the Order of the former,
and of such an Order whose Number is the Place of the other . Thus , the ; d Term
of the 5th Order is equal to the 5th Term of the 3d Order ; and universally , the aTerta
of the b Order , is the fame as the b Term of the a Order.
PROBLEM
I.
To find the Triangular Number in any given Place, of any given Order (from
Units .)
Rule. Let the Order be call’d a, and the Place bor(
contrarily the Order b and
the Place <r) then take n~ a-\ -b—2, and carry on this Series 1 X- x - — - x _~ fi&c.
12
3
to

- I j the continual Product
Exam. To find the 5th (=

(—n) 7 =

of all
b)

these Factors is the Number sought.

Term

of the 7th (— a) Order ; then is a~\~b—2

— 5—2= 10 ; and the Number sought is 1 xi ? xJLxiLxJLx
1
2
3 4

-£- X -L :=
j
6

21 °.

Demon . i ° . The first Thing in order to the Demonstration

of this Rule , is to ob¬

serve, That it is the very fame Thing in effect as the Rule for finding the Coefficient
of the a Term of a Binomial Power for Power of a Binomial Root) whose Index is
or a-\ -b—2, for which fee Rook III . Chap. II . So that what remains to be prov’d is
this Correspondence of Coefficients and Triangulars , viz. that the b Triangular (or
Triangular in the b Place ) of the a Order , is the fame as the a Coefficient (or Coef¬
ficient of the a Term ) of the n—a-\ -b— z Power of a Binomial Root . And to shew
this let us,
2U. Compare the Table of Coefficients (Rook III . Chap. II .) with this Table of
Triangulars , and it ’s manifest they are the very fame Numbers , only disposed in ano¬
ther Manner . For it is plain, they are the fame Numbers taken in their perpendicu¬
lar Columns, as being produc ’d the fame Way from the Column of Units by continual
Addition , i. e. what are there called similar Coefficients are the fame Numbers as
what are hers call’d Collaterals, being taken at equal Distance from the Beginning or
Column of Units : The Difference being this, that in the Table of Triangulars the
first Terms of every perpendicular Column stand in one Line , and so do the ad Terms,
and so on ; but in the Table of Coefficients the first Term of the ad Column stands in
a Line with the ad of the first Column, and so on j whence it ’s plain, that Coeffi¬
cients in different Places, and different Powers, are the fame Numbers under a diffe¬
rent Name , with Triangulars in different Places and different Orders 3 and for their
mutual Correspondence let us consider what is (hewn , Rook III . Chap. II . viz.
30. The a Coefficient of the n Power is equal to the n—a-f-2 Coefficient of the fame
Power , reckoning from either Extreme ; also that the n—a-j- z Coefficient of the n
Power is the fame as the n—a-j- z Term of the similar Coefficients in the a Place of dif¬
ferent Powers, i. e.by( what is before shewn ) the Triangular in the a Place of the
n—aA^ z Order ( for the different Places in the Column of similar Coefficients answer
to the different Orders of Triangulars ; and different Places of the Coefficients of the
fame Powers answer to different Places in the fame Order of Triangulars .) Now supF ff 2
pose
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is n^= a-\ -b—z ; wherefore the a Coefficient, and the b Coeffi¬
pose n—then
cient of the n Power are the same. Also the b Coefficient of the n Power is the b
Place of different Powers , equal to the a
Term of the similar Coefficients in the
Triangular of the b Order : But the a, or also the b Coefficient of the n Power is
which must therefore be the a Triangular of the
so- —fa—i
—
I xX
a Sic.
i -—
b Order (or b Triangular of the a Order ) as it is, according to the Rule , which is
therefore good.
Another Rule for solving the preceding Problem.

For the fake of a particular Use of it , I give you here another Rule for the preceding
‘Problem ; which is this,
Let a express the given Order of Triangulate , and « the Place of the Term fought &c. to n~^~a , z, j s
then the continual Product .of these Factors, , i xil X fflL- X
the Number sought.
Exam. To find the 5th Term of the 7th Order ; it is, 210 = 1x

1

a

3

4

£x .£2.
6
5

Demon. In the Demonstration of the former Rule it is shewn, that the b Term of
the a Order, is the a Coefficient of the n= a-jrb —a Power ; and if instead of b we put
«, then the n Term of the a Order is the hr Coefficient of the a~\~n—r. Power ; which
tfc. to -JL -,
2
3
which is the fame as the preceding Rule for Triangulars (e. e. for the n Term —t-of1-T the a
ft T
•
•
*
&c.
Order ; ) but this Series is the fame in effect as the other Series 1 X^- X J
by the Rule of Coefficients is, 1 X

I

x

' 12

tj-j -a—*! p orj - . ^ ^nisest that the Denominators are the fame , and the Numerators
a—r
both the
also, only in a reverse Order (which makes no change in the Productfor
Series have the seme Number of Terms , as the Series of Denominators does clearly
soew ; and for the Numerators , the first and last of them are the seme Numbers in
both , only the first in the one is the lait in the other ; and since their Progression is
by a continual Difference of 1, it follows plainly , that they must be the seme Num¬
bers only in a reverse Order ; consequently this Rule is good, since it is the fame (on¬
ly in a different Form) with the former, which is demonstrated to be good.
But observe, That this last Rule may also be demonstrated independently of the
other, , from the immediate Consideration of the Triangular Numbers , without any
Comparison of them with Coefficients. I 'huSy
The n Term of the a Order is the a Term of the n Order (Cor. Eheor. III .) and
therefore it is the seme Thing to which of these we apply the Rule ; but for the pre¬
sent Demonstration we must take it, the a Term of the n Order ; and then , I fay, if
the Rule is good in one Case, or for one Order of Triangulars , as the n Order , it
will therefore be good in the next Cafe, or the 0+ 1 Order , and consequently it is
good in all superior Cafes ; and to prove this , first consider the annex’d Series, where¬
in, because 1 does not multiply ^ therefore I have omitted it in every Term as useless,
:
,
Except in the first Term , which is it self 1.
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Triangulars of the Order ft, according ^ T n
n vf«- -i n +„ # r v+* 2 x -°^
to ine rvuic,
The Equivalents to these 3 ( the Nu¬
«-j- r v n «-s- r v n-f-r
merators being only in a different
Order)
Trianeulars
of the Order
accord- "<? »-f- i »-fi s -f 1 m-\~xv»-f-a vf#- - 3
.
O
_
_
lit
I «—« — - • - mn A - >- »> • wA .
A . .
. Wl"
ing to the lame Rule .
J
1
12
12
3
Now ’tis plain , that the Terms of the last Series are the Triangulars of the Order
according to the Rule 5 and that they are truly the Numbers sought, upon
Supposition that those os the former Series are the Triangulars of the Order a, I thus
shew . By the Observation made upon the Construction of the Table of Triangulars,
every Term of any Order is the Sum of the Collateral Term of the preceding , and the
preceding Term of the given Order 3 but comparing the ad and 3d Series (i , e. the
Series for the Order n, and that for the Order s -j- i ) it ’s plain that the last is compos’d according to that Property now mention ’d 3 thus 1= 1, the first Terms 3 1 -j- —
x

e.

the

and ist Term

ad Term of the Order n-si equal to the ad Term of the Order n,

of the

Again , dt 1. Xn±l

Order n-\ - r 5) »+ i x n 1 »+ r
x £ + H
±1

:«4j
»+ r y »+ *

X

and so on 5 for it ’s manifest, that according as these two Series proceed , they
3
must always have the fame Connection, viz. that any Term of the last is the Sum of
the Collateral Term of the former, and the preceding Term of the fame last Series.
Wherefore if the former is the Series of Triangulars of the Order n, the last must be
that of the Order
But the Rule is true when apply’d to the first Order or Series of Units 3 for
here »= i 3 and hence it’s plain that the Numerator and Denominator in every
Factor are equal , and therefore they are each equal to 13 hence every Term of the
Series is 1.
Lastly, The Rule being good for the first Order , it must therefore , by what was
first proved , be good for the second Order , and so for the third , and all the following
for ever.
Observe, Lest any body should think the universal Connexion of the two Series, for
the Order n and
any thing obscure, I (h-ill make this universal Demonstration
of it, viz. That any Term of the last is the Sum of the Collateral Term of the former,
and the preceding Term of the fame last. Thus , any Term of the Series for the Or¬
der *-+ ■1 may be expressed
X
& c. to
inclusive 3 and the preceding
Term is therefore

la

the Series for the Order n is

t, & c. to
1

a

a.: ■

exclusive 3 also the Collateral Term of
to - , inclusive : Now the
a

Sum of
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= * rx f!±l &c. x~ !L = *_±I *
. x ». is±_

»± £x *!±i £fr. and2±ix2±iefe
c.

a

a i

a

I

-r

la
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Thing to be proved,

the

et

Sciiol . As this ad Rule has been demonstrated

independently

of the Rule for Co¬

efficients 5 so the Rule of Coefficients may be also demonstrated , by Means of this
Rule , for Triangulars , with the Correspondence betwixt the two, as above explain ’d.
fci £5’c. Thus , the n Term of the a Order of Triangulars , being ixlx
a— r
a

r

let us only invert the Order

of

Total Product , and it is

the Numerators , which does not alter the Value of the
Again, Take m
&c. X
—i x
— I

2S

I

—n-\ -a—a , and the Series is tX — X —— - .£§e. X^ —a3
I

K-— I

2

~jL,

which is the Rule for

the el Coefficient of the m Power , as it ought to be ; since it is shewn that the n Term
of the æ Order , of Triangulars , is the ÆCoefficient of the 0-f-Æ—a Power , i . e. of the
m Power.
Hence we have also a new Rule for Coefficients, which is this ; Let n, or a, be
the Place of the Coefficient, and a~\ ~n—a , the Index of the Power ; then is
the Coefficient ; for this is the a Term of the n Order
-—
££fc. xfif a—i
,x ^ x ^±f
a
i
of Triangulars ; which is equal to the » Coefficient of the a-f *j?—a Power, as already
shewn . Also the n Coefficient of the a-\ *n—a Power, is equal to the a Coefficient of
the a-\ *n—*z Power ; for if you call a-\ -n— z— b, then the n Coefficent of the b Pow¬
er is also the b—n-\ ~z Coefficient of the b Power (as has been shewn) that is, the
a-j- n—a— n-j -z (— et) Coefficient of the a-j -n—a Power.
In the last Place we shall set before us, in one View, these two Rules , as they re¬
late both to Coefficients and Triangulars.
,
xX^ X ^TIx

^

&c. X ^

a—i

ix ^. x^±ix £ ±i &c. x £±±rini
123

et,

(
or also theq Coefficient of the n—

—b
t-f-a
±: V " n—et-}-1 (~ b) Ja -}-b— z) Power.
± }.=

a '— i

==

) a Triangular of the b Order , or b Trian¬
gular of the a Order.
n or a Coefficient of the ba)(= #-}-#—
Power.
n or et Triangular of the el or » Order.

II.
PROBLEM
To find the Polygonal Number in any Place , of any Order , and of any Species.
Rule. Find , by the last Problem , the Polygonal of the given, and also of the
preceding Place , of the given Order of the first or triangular Species. Take the Num¬
ber of the given Species, less x ; by which multiply the Polygonal found of the pre¬
ceding Place ; to the Product add the Polygonal found of the given Place ; the Sum is
the Number sought. But here observe, That in every Species, except the first, the
Orders are number ’d from the Polygons, or Sums of the Arithmetical Series, whence
they proceed r “Whereas in the first Species they are number ’d from the Series of
Units ; so that their Number is always more by a than that of the other Orders, at
the same Distance from the Polygons. Wherefore in finding the preceding Polygo¬
nal of the first Species , and of the given Order , from Polygons, add a to the Number
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os the given Order , and find the Polygonal for that Order , according to the pre¬
ceding Rules , which will give a Polygonal at the fame Distance from the first and
simple Polygons as the given Order is.
Exam. To find the 4th Term of the 3d Order of the 5th Species ; I find the 3d and
4th Terms of the 5th Order of the ist Species, which are 15, 35 ; then the Number
of the given Species is 5, and 15X4= 60 ; to which add 35, the Sum is 95, the 4th
Term of the 3d Order of the 5th Species. (See the ‘Table .')
Demon . The Reason of this Rule is manifest from Cor oil. to Theor. II . and needs
no farther Explication.
Scholium,
relating to Problem I and II.
From these general Rules of Probl. I , and II . we may easily deduce particular
Rules for particular Series : I shall apply them to two Cafes, by which all others will
be easily understood.
i °. To find the Sum of the Series of Triangles to any Number (n) of Terms , i . e.
to find the n Term of the Series of Triangular Pyramids or Polygonals of the ist Spe¬
cies, and 4th Order from the Series of Units ( which is, the rd Order from the sim¬
ple Polygons.) The Rule is,
To twice the Side or Place of the Term fought , add its Cube , and thrice its Square j
the 6th Part of the Sum is the Term sought, via. f
. or by the general Rule
of Problem I . this Term sought is ix - x _
12

x—

3

n
'

6

2° . To find the Sum of Polygons of the 2d Species, or Squares, to any Number of
Terms , i . e. to find any Term of the Series of square Pyramids , or Polygonals of the ad
Species and 4th Order from the Series of Units (which is the ad Order from the simple
Polygons.) The Rule is this :
To the Number of Terms added , or Place of the Term sought, add thrice
its Square , and also double its Cube ; the 6th Part of the Sum is the Number
sought. Thus , if the given Number of Terms is », the Number sought is
: The InveJUgation of which is this ; the n Term of the 4th Order of
Triangulars (from the Series of Units) is = —
preceding , or n—1 Term is 1 x ^lll xil x

6

( by the

last) and the

= ^!lZ ? j but ,

by Coroll. Theor. II.
6
the n Term of the ad Species is the Sum of the n and n—1 Terms of the ist or Triangu¬

123

lar Species 5 i . e.
Theorem
IV . !
Take the Series of simple Polygons of any Species, after the ist ; to any Number of
Terms ; and take the Series of Triangulars of any Order after the ist (numbering the Or¬
ders of these from the Series of Units ) to the fame Number , of Terms ; place these re¬
versely under the other , and multiply the corresponding Terms (as they are plac’d)
of the one into those of the other ; the Sum of the Products is equal to a.Term stand¬
ing in the Place exprefs’d by the given Number of Terms , ot the Order express’d
by 1 more than the given Order of Triangulars , and of the given Species ot Poly¬
gonals.

Exam.
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Exam. The Sexangulars to the 4th Term of the ist
Order , are 1 . 6 . ij 28
.
5 the Triangulars of the 5th
Order (from Units ) are 1 . 5 . 15 . 355 which placed
under the other , and multiplied as in the Margin, pro¬
3 5+ 9° + 7 5+ ^8 — 228
duces 228 5 which is the 4th Sexangular of the 6th Or¬
der from the simple Hexagon ( which is here the ist Or¬
der ) for this is 1 . 6 . 15 . 28 3 the 2d Order is r . 7 . 22 .50the 3d Order is 1 . 8 . 30 . 80; the 4th Order is r . 9 . 39 . 119 5 the 5th Order is
1 . 10 . 49 . 168 the
;
6th Order is 1 . 11 . 60 . 228.

1 . 6 . 15 . 28
35 . 15 . 5 ■ r

Demon . The Reason of this is plain from the following Table

5 wherein , if r . ^ .

b . c . cl .c& . represent the Polygons of any Species, the several Orders of Sums pro¬
ceeding from these, are evidently as in this Table.
I

a
b
c
d
Sic.

I
I+ Æ

11
2- -a
I+ S+ Æ
3" - 26- -b
4~ - 34- -2 b-\-c
I+ æ+ £+ c
I+ 4+ #+ £+ ^ 5- -4 a- -3 ^+ 2t+ i

&c.

Si

c.

I
3 + 4!

io + 6s+ 3^+ c
15+ ioÆ+ 6£+ 3f-j- d
Sic.

And it is plain also, that the Terms or Sums in each Order are according to the
in the 2d Order they are the Sums of the Series of the first Order,
multiplied by a Series of Units (which is the ist Order in Triangulars ) then the Multi¬
pliers in all that follow, are manifestly the Sums of the preceding continually, from
the Series of Units.
Coroll. Hence we learn a new Practice for finding the Polygonal, in any Place , of
any Order and Species after the ist , viz. by having the Series of the ist Order of any
Species (after the ist ) and the Series of the Triangulars of the Order 1 less than the
other : But this not being so easy a Practice as that in the preceding ‘Problem, I have
chosen to express the Rule in the Manner of a Theorem, regarding it only in general,
as a Connection discovered betwixt the Triangulars and the other Species of Poly¬
gonal.
‘Theorem 5 because

Theorem

V.

If we take the Progression, 1 . 2 .3 . 4c& . and the Series of Triangles , which are
the Sums of the former , 1 . 3 . 6 . 10 . 15c& . then take the Series of Ratios of the
several Terms of the ist Series, comparing each Term to the following, in a continued
Order , as, 1 : 2, 2 : 3, 3 : 4, &c. Also take the Series of Ratios of the 2d Series,
beginning at the ed Term , and proceeding difcontinuedly 3 thus, 3 : 6, 10 : 15, Sic.
These two Series of Ratios are the same 3 thus , 1 : 2 : : 3 : 6, 2 : 3 : : 10 : 15, and
so on.
Demon . I have in the Margin placed the 2 Se-

1 : 2, 2 : 3, 3 : 4, &c.
3 : 6, 10 : 15, 21 : 28, 8cc.

ties according to the proposed Correspondence of
their Ratios 5 and so far as it is carried , the Truth
of the ‘I’heorem is plain. But to shew the Reason
of it , and that it must be so for ever ; in the first Place observe, that the Antecedents
in the several Ratios of the ist Series (1 . 2 . 3. dec. ) express the Places of these
Terms from the Beginning 3 and the several Antecedents of the Ratios taken in the
ad Series, stand in the several even Places of the Series, i . e. in the ad, 4th, 6th,
£Se. Places ; but the Series of even Numbers , 2 . 4 . 6c& . are the Doubles of the
respective Terms of the natural Progression, 1 : 2 : 3: c& . which being all Antece¬
dents of the Ratios taken in the ist Series, it follows, that the Antecedents of the
several
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several Ratios in the 2d Series are in such Places of that Series as are expressed by
double the Antecedent of the correspondent Ratio (number ’d from the Beginning of
the Series of Ratios ) in the ist Series ; thus, 3 : 4 is the ; d Ratio of the ist Series 3
and the 3d Ratio of the ad Series, is 21 : 28, whose Antecedent , ri , stands in the
<yth(= 2X3) Place of the Series. Now to shew that these correspondent Ratios are
equal , take any two Terms adjacent in the ist Series ; they may beeexpressed n B
: + r,
which make the 8th Ratio in the Order of Ratios , as they are taken out of the ist
Series : And by what is last shewn , the Antecedent of the 8th Ratio of the ad Series,
according to the Manner of taking them there , stands in the 28 Place of that Series ;
and consequently it is the Sum of the ist Scries to the 28th Term 3 which, by the
_ _ _ 2# _
Rule of Progressions, is 28+ 1 X— = a«-j- i Y.n= w z-\ -n 3 and the Consequent or
next greater Term in the Series of Sums must be this Sum , with the following Term
of the ist Series, which is 28+ 1 ; so the Consequent is
-j- 28+ 1— 2«1+3B + i.
Then lastly, » ■8 + 1 - : 2B2+b : 28^+ 38+ 1 3 because the Product of Extremes
and Means are equal , viz. 28 3+3» i+ »*

Theorem

VI.

Take the natural Series, 1, 2, 3, &c. also the Series of its Sum , or Series of Tri¬
angles , 1 . 3 . 6. c& . the Series of Ratios proceeding from the Comparison of every
Term of the ’ ist Series to the ad from it, or next but one, as 1 3, 2 : 4, 3 : 5,c.&
are the fame as these , which proceed from the Comparison of every Term of the ad
Series to the next , as r : 3, 3 : 6, 6113 , &c.
Demon . Let » be

Series.

3- 4 - 5
10

any Term of the ist Series , and

8+ 2 the ad above it 5 then is the n Term of the ad
15

6.
21 .

Ratios.
1 : 3, 2 : 4, 3 : 5 , 4 - 6.
1 : 3, 3 : 6, 6 : 10,10 - 15.
the Thing to be proved.

Series w~^~lX_ , and the next Term above it , or the 8+ r
Term , is

3 but it ’s plain , that n 8: + 2 : :

n x 8-j- i : 8+ a x 8+ 1 3 or as

THEOREM

i •

VII.

Take any three adjacent Triangles , and betwixt the lesser and the middle one,
place the Number next lesser (viz. by 1) than that middle one 3 and these sour are
Geometrically Proportional : Thus for Example, 6 . 10 . 15, are three adjacent Tri¬
angles , and 6 : 9 : : 10 : 15.
Demon . Take three Triangles standing in the 8— i , 8, and «+ i . Places3
,
8X8 1 8+ 1X8 8+ 2X8 + I r 1 .
-iji 8
+ 1X8 , ,
they are 3
5 —L-L
_ 5 from the middle one —Jtake 1,
Jz
2.
22
the Remainder is «±L X
_«“ ± 3 and ± ^ EL EE
2
2222
as will appear from the equal Product of Extremes and Means 3 and to do this more
easily, because the Denominators are all equal , we may cast them all out 3 and then
also observe, that 8+ 1X8 : »+ iX »+ r : : 8 8: + 2 3 wherefore we need only try the
Proportionality of these, nXn —1 : »+ i X8—2 : : n 8: + 2, i. e. »n-—n : 88+ 8—2
: : 8 8: + 2, in which 88 —8X8 + 2 = 88+ 8—2X8 3 therefore the 4 are v . l, i . e.
the Numbers proposed are

G gg
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Corole . The Product of any two Triangles , betwixt which there lies but one
other Triangle , is an Oblong , whose greater Side is that interjacent Triangle,
Lemma.

Take the natural Progression, r , r z, Lie. and afterrthe ist Term i , take the Sum
of every two successive Terms , thus% i , 2-j- 5, 4+ 5, 6+ 7 &c. you have hereby a Se¬
ries of Numbers , -W with the common Difference , 4. Thus the preceding Series
is 1 . 5 . 9 . 13 . &c.
Demon . The Reason is plain from this, That every Term in the natural Series,
§ . exceeding the preceding , by 1, betwixt any Term and the next
1 . 2 . 5. cc
but 1 for the ad after itj the Difference is 2 j consequently the Difference of the
Sum of any two adjacent Terms , and the Sum of the next two adjacent Terms , must
be 4 ; therefore the Series of these Sums are in a constant Difference of 4 ; which is also
the Difference of 1, and the ist Sum 2+ 3.
T h e o R e m VIII.
Every Hexagon is also a 'Triangle ; and particularly , all the Triangles in odd Pla¬
ces, as the ist , 3d, 5th, Lcc. make the complete Series of Hexagons : As here,
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5. 6 .7 . 8 . 9
. 15 . 21 . 28 . 35 . 45 ^
.
Triangles 1 . 3. 6 10
: 28 : 45 ^ Cr
15
Hexagons 1 : 6 :
1

.

5

.

9

.

13

.

17

whose first Term is 1, and the
Demon . Hexagons are the Sums of a Series
common Difference 4 (as i . 5 . 9 &c.) and the Triangles are the Sums of the natu¬
ral Series (1 . 2 . 3. c& .) but taking this last Series in the Manner mentioned in the
preceding lemma , viz. 1 : 2+ 3 : 4+ 5 : Lcc.. we have a Series beginning with 1,
and proceeding with the Difference 4 ; consequently the Sums of this Series are Hex¬
agons j but it ’s plain , that they are also Sums of the natural Progression taken to
every odd Number of Terms ; for they are 1, 1+ 2+ 3, 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5, Lcc. and
consequently they are all the Triangles in odd Places.
you number the odd Places of any Series by themselves , and
;
Otherwise thus If
compare the Number in any odd Place, with the Place of that Term , as it’s number ’d
with all the Terms of the Series ; then if to the Number of the Place, in which any
odd Term stands in the whole Series, be added 1, the Half of the Sum expresses
what Place it stands in among the odd Terms number ’d by themselves j thus, The
9th Term , in the Whole ,

is

the 5th

Term of the odd Places numbered by

themselves ; the Reason of which is obvious. Again , Any odd Number may be ex¬
pressed 2»+ i , and if the Sum of the natural Series is taken to the 2»+ i Term , it is
H + I X~ ikE =:l ^ i ^^i ^ = i »/;+ 3«+ r , which is a Triangle . Then to the last
2
2
Term ( or Number of Terms ) added in this Sum , viz. to 2»+ i , add 1 ; the Sum is
2»+ 2, whose Half is #+ 1 ; which , by what’s shewn,is the Place of the Number 2*+ i,
among the odd Places of the natural Series, number ’d by themselves ; wherefore , find
the #+ 1 Hexagon , and it is a»«+ 3«+ r, which is the Triangle already found in the
is 4 j
a#+ l Place : For Hexagons proceed from a Series -H , whose Differencewhere-
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that Series i? i -f-48 ; and hence the Sum of the Series to
2

2

IX.
Theorem
8cc. are taken continually from the
7
.
5
.
3
.
1
Series,
odd
the
of
Sunj£
the
If
Beginning , they are the Squares of the natural Progression, 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . &c. Or thus;
Every Square Number is the Sum of the Terms of the odd Series taken from 1, to a
Number of Terms equal to the Root of that Square.
Odd Series - —- 1 . 3 . 5.
-- ‘/ "heir Sums 1 . 4 . 9.
Square Roots of the Sums 1 . 2 . 3.

7 - 9 - 11 . 13 . 15 . &c.
16 . 25 - 36 . 49 . 64 - &c.
. 8 . & c.
4 - 5 - 6 7.

Demon . The Truth of this Proposition you fee so for as the Series are carried ;
and that it will be so for ever we have already demonstrated , in Cor. 4 . ‘Probl. V.
&c. is the
Cb. II , tSc. where it is shewn, that the Sum of the odd Series, x . 3 . 5 .
Terms.
of
Number
Square of the
But there is another more natural Demonstration of this Truth , deduced from the
Consideration of square Numbers , and their Composition . Thus ;
i °. Take the natura1Progression , 1 . 2 . 3. & c- and the odd Series, 1 . 3 . 5c.•&
the Number of
&£•
the several Terms of the natural Series, 1 . 2 . 3. express
Terms from r to any Term of the odd Series, or to any Term of the Series of their
Sums 5 but from the Nature of Progressions, and particularly of this odd Series, any
Term of it is equal to the Sum of 1 ( the leflcr Extreme ) and 2 (the common Diffe¬
rence ) multiplied by the preceding Term of the natural Progression (which is the
Number of Terms Ids 1.)
20. The Difference of any two square Numbers , whose Roots differ by 1 (and such
are every two adjacent Terms in the Series, 1 . 2 . 3 . 6cc.) is equal tothe Sum of x,
differ by
; so that tf1, and
and double the lesser Root j thus ,
2Æ+ 1. Hence,
3" . If the Sum of the odd Series, carried to any Number of Terms , is the Square
of the Number of Terms (i . e. of the correspondent Term of the natural Progression,
1 . 2 . 3. C& -) io will it be if carried to one Term more 5 because that next odd
Term is equal to the Sum of x, and double the preceding Root (or Term of the
Series, 1 . 2 . 3. &c0 which is also the Difference of two Squares, whose Roots dif¬
fer by 1 ; as it is in the present Case. But we see the Truth proposed as for as we
have carried the Series j therefore it must go on se for ever.

COROLLARIES.
The Difference of any two integral Squares is equal to some one, or the Sum
of some two or more Terms of the odd Scries : More particularly , it is equal to the
Sum of all the Terms of the odd Series comprehended betwixt that Term (inclusive)
whose Place in the Series is the Root of the greater Square , and that Term (exclu¬
sive) whose Place is the Root of the 1ester Square , i . e. all the Terms from that one
(inclusive ) which stands over the greater Square , and that one (exclusive ) which
stands over the lester. So if « represents the Place of any Term in the odd Series,
and m the Place of any lesser Term ; then are », in —1, the Roots of two Squares,
which differ by the Sum of all the Terms comprehended betwixt these Extremes , in¬
cluding both . Exam. 49—9--- 7+ 9+ 11+ 13. Hence,
ist.
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23. %cannot be the Difference os any ftwo Squares ; because it is not any Term,
nor the Sum of any Terms of the odd Series, the two least being r-j- 3—4.
3d. If the Difference of two Squares is equal to the Sum of all the Terms of the odd
Series, from 1 to any afligned Term ; the greater of these Squares cannot be that
corresponding to the assigned Term , i. e. it cannot have for its Root the Place of
(or Number of Terms from the Beginning to) that Term ; because no lesser Square
can differ from that greater one, by the Sum of all the odd Series, from z to that
greater . Hence again,
4 th. 1 cannot be the Difference of two Squares, nor 4 ; because x—
{—3 cannot be
the Difference of two Squares , whereof the greater corresponds to 3 ; nor is 4 any
Term of the odd Series, or the Sum of any two or more Terms of the odd Series,
other than
5th. Every odd Number above 1, and the Sum of any Number of Terms adjacent
in the odd Series, whereof the lesser is greater than 1, is the Difference of seme two.
Squares, whose Roots are found as in the first Corollary,
6 th. If we take the natural Series , z . 2 . z . Ac.

to any Number of Terms , and under it set the Se¬
ries of odd Numbers , 1 . 3 . 5 Ac
. . in a reverse
Order
5
then
multiply
each
Term
of the one into
XI-f-l8 - )- 2Z-f-20—
f- z5-}- 6the
corresponding
of
the
other
;
the
Sum of these
z—
f- 4-f- 51-j- id -j- z5~f~36"
Products
is equal to the Sum of the Squares ot all
9 1these Terms of the Series, x . a . 3 . &c.
Schol . That neither z
Ox4, can be the Difference of any two Squares, may
be easily shewn otherwise thus, n1 and n-j~i z differ
by z/t-j- i, which,
it ’s plain , can neither be z . 2, nor 4 3 and the least it can be, is 3, viz,, when »— z.
If we take two Roots differing more than z, as n, n-\ ~A, their Squares differ by
a
; which , it ’s manifest, exceeds 4 ; for eld is here , as least, 4 d being
greater than z.
.
A particular Use and Application of some of these Corollaries you’ll find after¬
wards.
iz

Theorem

X.

Take the Series of Triangles , z . 3 . 6 zo
.
. &c. Then take the Sum of every two
adjacent Terms continuedly , thus , z—
f~3»
&c. The Sums are the Series of
Squares of the natural Progression after : as in the Margin.
Demon . This

follows from the last,

6 Nat . Series

compared with Cor. x . Theor. II . For
the Sums of the Series, z . 3 . 5 . Ac.
21 "Triangle
36 Squares
are the Squares of the natural Series,
x . 2 . 3 . &c. by the last, and by Cor. r.
Theor. II . the Sum of every two adjacent Triangles is the Term of the Quadrangles
(or Squares ) collateral with the greater of these Triangles.
But I shall also demonstrate this Theorem otherwise 5 thus , Triangles are the Sums
of the natural Series, z . 2 , 3 , Ac. the Sums of which , to n, and 0-f-z Terms , are
2

an(j

2

which are therefore the two adjacent Triangles in the n and .

*+ z Places ; but their Sum is znn.is -- ~$ll s

T H E O-
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Some Triangles are also Squares : And if beginning with the Numbers , r g,
you make another Couplet out of them , thus , Take the Sum of these two for
one Term (viz. 2+ 3= 5) then to that Sum add the lesser Term of the same
Couplet (viz. r .) and make this Sum ( 5+ 2= 7) the other Term : Then out of this
last Couplet , 5 : 7, make another Couplet in the same Manner as before ; which will
be is : 17 (viz. 5+ 7= 12, and 12+ 5= 17.) And goon in this Manner for ever.
Again , Take the Squares of both Terms of each of these Couplets ; the Products of
the Squares of the two Terms of every Couplet , are all Numbers which are both
Squares and Triangles : As in the following Scheme ; where 36 is a Square, whole
Loot is 6 3 and it is a Triangle , the Sum of the ist 8 Terms of the natural Series.

Squares
Troduffs

2
4

-

3>

-

9.

12 : 17 , Sic.
144. : 289, Sic.
41616

.

& C.

Numbers here produced are Squares ; because they are the Pro¬
Demon , i The
ducts of two Squares (Theer . S. III . Ch. I .)
20. They are also Triangles , or the Sums of the natural Series to a certain Number
of Terms 5 which I prove by these Steps.
(r .) If any two Numbers , a , b, are such, that £= 24+ 1, or 2a—1 ; then is ab
the Sum of the natural Series, from 1 to 2a, in the Case of b== 2^+ 1 ; or from 1 to
b, if b— za —1 : For if b— za-\ - i, then are 2a, and b, two adjacent Terms in the na¬
b—zaA^ i the Sum of
;
tural Series ; and the Sum of the Series to 2a, is ab because
Extremes , and a is the Half of 2a, the Number of Terms : Again , If b— za —1,
then also are b, za, two adjacent Terms in the natural Series, and the Sum to b is
ab j for 2a is the Sum of the Extremes , whose Half, a, multiplied into the Num¬
ber of Terms , b, gives the Sum : What remains to be shewn is, that the Squares of each
Couplet (as 4 : 9, or 25: 49 ) are such Numbers as a , b are here . supposed to be ;
which is made out thus :
now represent any of the Couplets of the
(
(2 .) If any two Numbers , a, b,which
let a, b, again represent the next
;
first Line ) are such, that zaa -^ i is —bb then
it was 2aa —1 —bb in the former,
if
,
:
Or
—bb
—r
aa
2
be
will
Couplet ; and here it
it will be zaa ~\ - i — bb in this. Which I thus demonstrate : The Terms of one Coup¬
let being called a , b 5 the Terms of the next , made out of the former acc ording to
I fay, that i X+ ^ — 1» or 2 X+ f + i
;
the Proposition, are sl+ £, and 2a-\ -b and
is = 2L+ S+ according as zaa -j- i, or 2as —1 is —bb in the former Couplet : For
substituting zaa -\~i for bb)
2 x + f+ — 1=zaa -j ~4.ab-\- ibb — i — 6aa -\ -\ ab-\ -i by(
+ 4<tfi+ i (by th e same Substitution .) Hence it
=
also ~za- fb *— 4aa -\-4.ab-j -bb6Æ3
1—1 = za-\-b~■Again , 2 XA+ + +l = zcta-\ -xab-\ -zbb~\ ~t
is plain, that 2X+
*= -6aa -\ -\ ab —1 (by substituting 2act— I sor bb) and 2 a-^- b1 — \aa -\ -\ ab-\ -bb
— 6aa -\ ~4.ab —1 (by the same Substitution ) whence 2 Xa + ^ + i = 2a-\ -b .
(3 . ) The ist Couplet , 2, 3, is such, that putting 2— a and 3—b, then is 2aast- t
= ££ : And therefore in the next it is 2aa —1 = £&; and so on alternately , by what’s
shewn in the last Step.
Lastly, From all these Premises it follows, That the Product of the Squares of
each Couplet is a Triangle 3 for by the first Step it is shewn , That if 26+ 1, or 26—is1
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is —/>, then is ab a Triangle . Or , which is the fame Thing , substitute aa , bb, for
a , b ; and since it is every where zaa -s ^i, or 2aa— i —bbby
( the ad and ; d Steps) there¬
fore aaxbb is a Triangle ( by the ist Step .)
Schol . As the Truth

contained

in this Theorem

is a plain and direct Solution of

this Problem , viz. ‘To find a Square Number , which is also the Sum of a certain
Number of Terms of the natural Series 1 . 2 . 3. c& . So we have here also learned
the Solutions of the following Problems.
Coroll

. 1. ( ‘Problem ) To find a Number of Terms, ' to which if the natural Series is

carried , the Sum is a Square Number.
Rule. Take any of the Couplets of Squares of the preceding Scheme, as 4 : 9, or
25 : 49 . Double the Idler Square , and if this Double is less than the other Square , it is
the Number sought j but if it ’s greater , then the other Square is the Number
sought. Thus , 8 (= 2X4) is such a Number as is required , because 8 is less than 9 :
Again , 49 is such a Number , because 50 (= 2X25) is greater than 49 ; and so on through
all these Couplets , double of the lesser Square , and the greater Square , are alternately
Solutions of this Problem.
The Reason of this Rule is plainly contained in the Demonstration of the preceding
Theorem ; for it ’s shewn that the Product of any of these Couplets of Squares , as
rfxi >% is a Triangle , or the Sum of a certain Number of Terms of the natural
Series ; which was deduced from the Supposition that b’— zXT-fi, or zXa1—1 j
whereby it ’s plain , that bz and 2a1 differ by 1, and consequently stand next together
in the natural Series, 2a1 being less than b1 in the first Case, but greater in the other ;
whence the Sum of the Series to 2a1 Terms in the one Case, and to bl Terms in the
other , is, by the Rules of Progression, a2x£\
Coroll

. 2. ( ‘Rrobl .) To find two Squares

( or two Numbers

whose Squares are)

such, that the greater Square , and the double of the lesser, differ by 1.
Rule. The Solution and Reason of this Problem is plainly contained in the Theo¬
rem j for the several Couplets of Squares (or their Roots) whose Products are both
Squares and Triangles , solve this Problem , because it ’s Ihewn , that «2xK2 is a Tri¬
angle , for this very Reason, that 2aa-j - i, or 2aa —1 is ~b l.
Coroll . 3. (’fProbl.) To find a Number, which added to its Square, the half Sum
is also a Square.
Rule. Any Number which solves the Problem in Cor. 1. solves this also ; for there
it is (hewn , that if
is a Triangle , it ’s the Sum of 2a* Terms of the natural Se¬
ries, supposing b7=zXa *-{~i ; or, the Sum of bz Terms , if N—z-ar —1 ; but the Sum
of the natural Series carried to any Number , as n Terms , is .. z V. , which in the present Case is also a Square.

<j3. Of Prismatick Numbersfee
(
the Tables after the 9 th Defn. $1 .)
Theorem
XII.
HP H E Collaterals in any Place , of any the same Degree and Order of Prifmaticks,
•*- are in Arithmetical Progression.
Demon . i ° . It ’s so in the Collaterals of every Degree

of the ist Order , because

they are, by the Construction, Products of the Collaterals of the seme Place of the ist
Order of Polygonals, multiplied by such a Power of the Side or Place whose Index is
the Degree ot the Prifmaticks . But the Collateral Polygons are in Arithmetical Pro¬
gression 3 and any such Progression being equally multiplied , the Products arc also
a° . Since
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20. Since the Collaterals of the ist Order are —
7—
/, it follows from Lemma 1. that
it is so in all the Orders of Sums proceeding from each of these Degrees.
Theorem
XIII.
The Prismatick in any Place of the ist , or Triangular Species, and ist Order of any
Degree , is equal to the half Sum of these two Powers of the given Side or Place , whole
Indexes are the given Degree - f- i , and + 2 5 thus in the 8th Place of the ; d Degree,
it is the | Sum of the 4th and 5th Powers of 8.
Demon . Let # be the Side or Place
of
any Triangle , and the Triangle it
10 ‘triangles
self is —
6
18
Lastli
2 j also by the Conftructi40 . triangular
12
Nrd 1
54
160 ( ‘Prifmaticks
on of the Prifmaticks , that in the n
24 162
640 ? oftheistOrPlace
of the ist Degree , and ist Order
0 . 3d K 1
4™
th [i 48 486 2560 - der.
is
i —. In the » Place,
ad Degree and ist Order , it is —
L

L

j and

Place of the ist Order and m Degree it is 1L 1Llt ^UL .
2
the annex ’d Scheme.

so

on.

Universally ., in the »

Of which take Examples in

Theorem
XIV.
Take the Series of Prifmaticks of the ist Order of any Species, and any Degree , to
any Number of Terms ; also, take the Series of Triangulars of any Order [ numbering
from the Series of Units ] to the fame Number of Terms ; place this Series under the
other , in a reverse Order , and multiply the corresponding Terms together , the Sum
of the Products is the Prismatick of the given Species and Degree , which stands in the
Place exprefled by the given Number of Terms , and of the Order expressed by 1
more than the given Order of Triangulars ; or it is the Sum of the Series of Prifmaticks
of the given Species, Degree and Number of Terms , and of the fame Order as that
of the Triangulars.
Example. The Prifmaticks of the ist Order, ad Degree, ist
12
54
Species,
to 3 Terms , are 1, 12, 543 the Triangulars of the
1
zd Order [from Units , which is the Order of simple Triangles)
are 1 . 3 . 6; and these multiplied reversely into the other,
6-f- 36-f"54—
produce 96, the 3d Term of the Prifmaticks of the ist Species,
2d Degree and 4th Order , as you’ll find by carrying on the
Sums ; for these of the ist Order being 1 . 12 . 54, of the ad Order they are 1 : 13 :
67 ; of the 3d, 1 . 14 . 81 and
;
of the 4th , 1 . 1j . 96.
Demon . The Reason of this is the fame , as what has been explained in Scholium
to Probl. 1 . for finding the Polygonal in any Place of any Species, and any Order after
the ist ; as you’ll easily perceive by supposing the Expressions there assumed, viz.
j . a . b . c . d,c & . to represent the Series of Prifmaticks of the ist Order of any Spe¬
cies and Degree ; for since the different Orders are the continual Sums of the prece¬
ding in Prifmaticks , the fame way as in Polygonals, the Conclusion must be the
fame too.

Theo^
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Theorem
XV.
The Difference in any Column of Collateral Prismaticks of the ist Order , and of
any Degree , is equal to the Product of the precedent Triangle by such a Power of the
Side of the given Collaterals, whose Index is the given Degree of the Prismaticks . Or
also, it is equal to the half Difference of these two Powers of the Number expressing
the given Place, whose Indexes are the given Degree more r and more 2.
Exam. The common Difference in the Collateral Prismaticks- in the 8th Place, ist
Order and 4th Degree , is ehual either , i ° . To the Product of the 7th Triangle mul¬
tiplied by the 4th Power of 8. Or , z° . To the half Difference of the 5th and 6th
Powers of the Number 8.
Demon . i q. The Difference in any Column of Collateral

Polygons , is the prece¬

dent Triangle (E ’heor. II .) and the corresponding Collateral Prismaticks of the ist
Order , and of any Degree , are the Products of these Collateral Polygons, by such a
Power of the Side or Place, whose Index is the Degree of the Prismaticks (by the
Construction of Prismaticks .) Hence the Difference in these last Collaterals must be
the Product of the Difference in the former (viz. of the precedent Triangle ) by the
lame Multiplier.
20. For the 2d Part , since by the 13th T’heorem, the Prismatick in the n Place of
the 1st Species and 1st Order

of

the m Degree is- —— -2

, and that in the » Place

of the ad Species is »m+1, Abstracting the former from this, the Difference is »m+s

12

2

ft

2w—

2

1 f}m^a—

1

2

Coroee . The Prismatick in any Place of the ist Species , and ist Order , of any De¬
gree , is an Arithmetical Mean befwixt these in the fame Place of the ad Species and
ist Order , of the fame and the preceding Degrees ; for as that in the given Degree is
»m+1, so that in the preceding , or m— i Degree , is »m~* +1= #'n+' , and the half Dif¬

ference of these is the Difference betwixt any one of them and their Arithmetical
Mean.

Theorem
XVI.
Take any Term of the Triangulars of any Order £numbered from the simple Tri¬
angles 1 . 3 . 6. £5>f.) and the Collateral Terms of the fame Order , of the ist , or Tri¬
angular Species, of as many Degrees as you please, from the ist successively of Prisma¬
ticks ; place these orderly in a Series ; and under them set the Series of the Coefficients
belonging to that Power of a Binomial Root, whose Index is the last Degree taken of
the Prismaticks ; multiply the corresponding Terms of these two Series together $ the
Sum of the Products is the common Difference in the Column of Collateral Prisma¬
ticks of the next higher Place of the fame Order , and last Degree taken in the Pris¬
maticks.
Exam. The Triangular in the ; d Place and zd Order is 10 (viz. 1 —
j—5^ —Cs
) Also
the Prismaticks in the 3d Place , ad Order , ist Species, and of the ist, ad , and 3d De¬
grees, are 25, 67, 187. Again , the Coefficients of
10 . 25 . 67 . 187
the 3d Power , are 1 . 3 . 3 . 1 ; which multiplied
1 . 3. 3
.
1
into the former produce 473 , thq common Difference
-.
in the Collateral Prismaticks of the 4th Place, zd
10+ 75 + 201 -j- 187—473
Order and 3d Degree ; as you’ll prove by carrying
-—on the Tables of Prismaticks to the 3d Degree and ad
Order.
Demon.
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in any Column , as that in the n Place of

Collateral Prifmaticks , ist Degree and ist Order , is equal to the Product of the pre¬
ceding Triangle multiplied by (») the Side of the Collateral Prifmaticks (by I 'heor.
XV .) But that precedent Triangle multiplied by n—x produces the precedent , or
H—1 Prifmatick , ist Species, ist Order , and ist Degree ; also if that precedent Tri¬
angle , s , is added to it ’s Product by n—i (r. e. to the precedent Prifmatick ist Spe¬
cies) the Sum is the Product of that precedent Triangle by n 5 or, it is the Difference
in these Collateral Prifmaticks.
2,0 . Let the Triangle in the 0 Place be called a, and the several Prifmaticks in the
n Place of the ist Species, ist Order , of the several Degrees from the ist , be b, c, d,
£S?c. then by the Construction it will be b—na . c= -nb. d—nc, Sec. Now the Difference
in the 0+ 1 Column of Collateral Prifmaticks , ist Order , ist Degree , being a-\ -bby(
the ist Article ) the Difference in the «-f -i Column of the rd Degree , is the Product of
the last*Difference a-f -b, by the Side 0- f- i [because the Terms of this Column are
Products of 0-j- 1 by the Terms of that Column in the ist Degree , whose common Dif¬
ference is d-j- b] i . e. it is a-}-bKn-}-a-\-b—»a~\-nb-\~a-{-b but
;
na —b, and nb—c ;
therefore it is ~a -\ -zb-\ -c. Again , the
a
a
a
a
Difference in the n-\ - 1 Place of the 3d De¬
zb-\ -na
4b
3b-\~na
gree is the Product of the last Difference by
. nb
c-\ -ztib %c-\ -^nb 6cc.&
n~f- i , which is a-j- zb-j- cXn-^ a~f- zb-j- /,=
.
nc
d+ inc 4.d
aa
-j-znb-j- nc-j- a -\~zb-\ -c= a-\ ~^b-\ ~y -\ -dt
■
.
nd e
and so on, as you fee ordered in the annex ’d
Scheme ; the Manner of continuing which,
ist
4-th
shews plainly the Truth of the Theorem j
for the Numbers multiplying a , b, c, d,c.&
in the several Differences, are evidently the
Coefficients of the Powers, whose Indexes express the Degrees of the Prifmaticks ; so in
the ist , a , b, are multiplied by 1, 1, the Coefficients of the Root or iff Power of a
Binomial . In the rd Degree , a, b, c, are multiplied by 1, 2, 1, the Coefficients of
the rd Power . In the 3d Degree , a , b,c , d are multiplied by 1, 3, 3,1 , the Coeffi¬
cients of the 3d Power ; and so it 's plain they must go on for ever, by the Order of
Construction.
30. That the fame Thing must be true in the rd and all the following Orders of
any Degree of Prifmaticks , is evident from the Construction of these Orders , viz. from
their being the Sums of the preceding $ with this Consideration, that the Difference in
the Collaterals of any Order is the Sum of the Differences in all the Collateral Columns
of the preceding Order from the corresponding one backwards.
Schol . Besides the Method of finding the Difference in any Column of Collaterals,

contained in this Theorem , there is another Method deducible from ^theorem XIV,
which is this : Instead of the Series of Prifmaticks of any Degree , ist Species and ist
Order , take the Series of Differences in the several Columns of the ist Order of any
Degree , and multiply them by the Series of Triangulars mentioned in that Theorem,
and in the Manner there explained 3 the Sum of the Products is the Difference sought:
The Reason of which is the fame as that for finding the Prifmatick of that Degree , Or¬
der and Place ; because the Difference in any Column is the Sum of all the Differences
of the Columns of the preceding Order from the corresponding Place backwards, and
therefore have the fame Connection and Dependence as the Prifmatick Numbers them¬
selves ; so that the fame Demonstration may be apply ’d to this Cafe, only the first Diffe¬
rence being 0, we are to keep out the 1, which is the ist Term in that Demonstration,
Hhh
and
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and make a, b, c,c & . represent the several Differences in the preceding Order 3 and
then the Demonstration will be in all respects the same.
COROLLARIES.
1. The Difference in any Column of Collateral Prisms (or Prifmaticks , ist Degree,
ist Order ) is the Product of its Side into the preceding Triangle ; for that Side being
0, and the preceding Triangle a> the preceding Prism is n-—lXa, and the Difference
in the Collateral Prisms of the n Place , is, by this Theorem , a-\ -n— iXa= a-}-M —a—na.
Whence again,
2. If to the Triangular Prism in any Place be added the Product of these 3 Numbers,
the preceding Triangle, , the Side of the given Prism , and the Distance of any of
its Collaterals, the Sum is the Collateral Prism at that Distance.
Theorem
XVII.
Is to any Triangular Prism be added double of its Collateral Triangle , the Sum is
equal' to $ times the Collateral Triangular Pyramid.
Exam. The 4th Triangular Prism is 40 ; the 4th Triangle is 10, whose Double is
as ; then 40-^-20= 60= 3X20, and 20 is the 4th Triangular Pyramid . Take other
Examples out of the annexed Table.
Demon . The

Triangles r

. 3 . 6 13
.
. 15
‘Pyramids 1 . 4 . 10. . 20 . 35
Prisms
i. 6 . 18 . 40 . y-j

(for it

2

tural

is

Triangle

in the n Place

the Sum of « Terms of the na¬

Progression,)

and

the correspondent

Prism is ——7h.
g.a , to which add double the Triangle , viz . nn-\ -n, the
L

^ nnn+ nn+ znn+ in^ mn+ inH+ zn

2

L

2

A-

rsmid in the n Place is, by Problem ist, 1X—X
123
which is equal -to
Corole

is

Sum is

theTriangular

+ ,?*??? } Triple
6

py_
of

r

. Hence we have a particular

Rule for finding the Sum of the Series of Tri¬

angles, i . e. any Term of the Series of Triangular Pyramids , which is this ; Take the
third Part of the Sum of the corresponding Triangular Prism , and double the Tri¬
angle , it is the Sum fought.
Theorem

XVIII.

If to any Triangular Prism be added its corresponding Triangle , the Sum is equal
to the Sum of the. Collateral Triangular Pyramid , and Square Pyramid.
Exam. 40 is the 4th Triangular Prism, to which add 10, the 4th Triangle3 the Sum
i? 50= 30+ 40, the 4th Square and Triangular Pyramid.

Triangles
Squares
Tr . Pyram.
Sq. Pyram.
Tr . Prisms

3
4
4
5
6

6
9
10

14
18

lar Pyramid is ix L xSt
1236

Demon . The n Triangular

10
16
20 L/c.
30
40
1 x ttt

to which add ——\
2
Sum is
a

Prism is ?- ~fa l,

the n Triangle

3 the

Again , the n Trianguand the 0 Square Pyramid is
2a 3
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L»^-s-z« “H* ^as you fee in Schdl, Trobl. II.) the Sum of these two is
6a

s 2 lh

2£± ? , by dividing Numerator and Denominator both by 3.

Coholl .’ Hence may be deduced a particular Rule for finding -the Sum of the Series
of Squares r, 4, 9, Sc. i . e, for -finding any Square Pyramid (or Polygonal of the ad
Species and ad Order Lorn the Squares .) Thus ,' find the corresponding Triangular
Pyramid (by the particular Rule explained in the CoroU. of last Theorem) and substract this from the Sum of the corresponding
is the Number sought.

Triangle

and its Prism 5 the Difference

Scholium.

As the particular Rules contained in the Corollaries to this and the preceding
Theorem, for finding the Sum of Triangles and Squares, depend immediately upon
these Theorems , so they suppose the Truth of some other Rules for finding the fame
Numbers ; which Rules are used in the Demonstration of these Theorems ; and there*
fore to have these Rules demonstrated independently of other Rules for the fame Pro blems , these Theorems must be demonstrated another way ; but what I design here is
only to observe, That amor® ,the antient Writers there is no such Thing as a general
Rule for all the Orders and Species of Polygonal Nunibers ; they have only these two
particular Rules for Triangles and Squares, and these they deduce from the fame two
Theorems , which they demonstrate from the Contemplation of the Schemes or Figures
into which the Numbers are disposed.; as they have been already explained in the
Definitions , and which, ! shall here represent iq the Manner they are formed , to make
out these Demonstrations.
ola the ,ist Part of this ' Scheme you
For Theorem XVII
have the Triangle 6 taken twice, with
its Prism 18 ; the lower Triangle in
its Prisin with the Parts cut off from
T 'iaugle
the upper , lying towards the left Hand,
do plainly make the Collateral Trian¬
gular Pyramids ; and the remaining
, Units on the right , with the two upper
" Triangles added , make two Pyramids,
each equal to the former ; as the id.
Part of the Scheme thews , in which
the fame Lines of Points are only dis¬
posed in another Form.

t

■“

1

>
f a
V

. r? . r
:

'ft:

Hhh

2

. f

. r

For
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In the ist Part of this Scheme you
have the Triangle tf, and its Prism 18 ;
the lower Triangle of which, with the
Points cut from the left Hand of the
two upper , make the Collateral Pyra¬
mid ; and the remaining Points, with
the Triangle added , make the Colla¬
teral Square Pyramid , as the ad Part of
the Scheme thews.

1Triangle
f

Frifm

XIX.
Theorem
The Series of Triangular Prisms is the fame as the Series of Pentangular Pyramids,
*
as in the annex ’d Scheme .
- -7" 1 . 2 . 3 . 4.
Seriesr
.
. 3 . 6 10
Triangles 1
. 6 . 18 . 40
(Prisms 1

. 4. . 7 . 10
. y . 12 . 22
. 6 . 18 . 40

-r-i r

Series

(Pentagons 1

(Pyramids 1

Demon . That those two Series will continue to be the tame for ever , I thus thew :

, the Pentagonal Pyramid

The Triangular PriGn in the n Place is n- Again
2> .

in

the

Place , is the Sum of the n Triangular Pyramid , and the Product of the n—1 Trian¬
gular Pyrarnid multiplied by 2, the Distance of the Pentagon from the Triangle (Cor.i.
11

Theor. II .)

But the n Triangular

— = a and

Pvramid is 1 X—

multiplied

the n—1 Triangular Pyramid is 1 X—Fl X— Xwhich

by

1236

2 produces

Sum is -ifLilfL

to which add the former , viz. the

XX.
Theorem
of their Squares ; and beginning
Series
the
then
;
Triangles
of
Take the Series
with 1, take the Series of the Differences- betwixt each Term and the next of them
Squares ; they are the Series of Cubes of the natural Progression, as you fee in the
annex ’d Scheme.
Demon . The

I

Natural Frogeffion
Triangles
Their Squares
Their Differences
•which are the Cubes of the ijl

3-

6,

4

xo8 c.
100
27 H
Series.

Sums of the 1st Se¬

ries taken to a— 1, and » Terms , are
? and—"i ?; and the Squares of
2-TZ

theft

4

,and £ t ?i± - ‘i
4,
whose
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whose Difference is plainly — —n l. Now , since n—i , n, may be any two adjacent
4*
, the universal Truth of what is proposed is demon*
Progression
Terms of the natural
strated.

COROLLARIES.
1. As every Cube Number is the Difference of some two Squares, (viz. whose Roots
are the Sum of a Number of Terms of the natural Series, equal to the Root of the gi¬
ven Cube, and the next lesser Sum) to were it required to find two Squares, whole
Difference shall be some Cube Number, which is neither known nor assumed, we
have here a plain Rule for it $ and observe, that I supppse the Difference neither
known nor aflumed, to make this Problem different from another, which you’ll find
afterwards, wherein two Squares are sound, whose Difference is any given Number.
2. The Sum of the Cubes of the natural Series 1 . 2 . 3. &c. to any Number of
Terms , is equal to the Square of the Sum of the same Series taken to the tame Num¬
ber of Terms. Or thus, take the Cubes of the natural Series continually from the be¬
ginning, the Sums are all square Numbers, whose Roots are the Sums of the fame na¬
tural Series taken so far.
Schoi, . As the last Corollary follows plainly from the Theorem , so if that Corollary
is demonstrated another way, the Theorem will as clearly sollow from it ; and as to the
Demonstration of the Corollary independently of this Theorem, I have found one, which,
though not so simple as the preceding Demonstration of the Theorem, yet is curious
enough, and therefore worth the explaining here.
—
The Thing then to be demonstrated is this, viz. that i 34“aM- 3}+ 43>

1st. From the Nature of Multiplication it’s plain, that the Square of any Multino¬
mial Root (i . e. a Root consisting of many Parts) is equal to the Sum of the Squares of
each Part of the Root, and twice the Product of every Pair of Members of the Root 5
+ d, Scc.
c
as in the annex’d Scheme, wherein a-\-£-}being squared, the Square is the Sum of all the Squares
af- -£ - f- c ct - dc., &
and Products set under it $ and by the Order in which
d ~^ b4* “ cj - - d j &c.
they are disposed, you see the Square is composed of as
4- d1
4* c~—
many Members as the Root, each of which is equal to
the Square of one Member of the Root, and the Sum of
bc-\ - zed
zab 2
2ac-Y 2 bd
the double Products of that into all the preceding Mem¬
bers (on the left Hand) which evidently comprehends
the double Products of every Pair of Members of the Root.
2d. If the Parts of the Multinomial Root are the several Terms of the natural Series
1 . 2 . 5. & c- l^en suppose the Square of it is taken in the Manner of the preceding
Scheme, I fay that each Member of it (i e. the Sum of the Square of each Term ot
the Root, and the double Products of that Term into all the preceding Terms) is
equal to the Cube of that Term . For fixam. The Cube of 4 is 64, equal to the
Square' of 4 (viz. 16, ) more 2X3X44-2X2X4- 1-2X1X4 (—24-4-15-1-8= 48.) And
that it is se universally I thus prove, ( i ° .) It’s plain, that to
i -t- 2-b 3-}- 4, &c.
multiply any Term of the Root into each preceding Term
i -d- 2-f- 3 -j- 4, &c. .
severally, the Sum of the Products is equal to the Ptoduct
H- 4+ TTT5
of that Term into the Sum of all the preceding Terms 5 and
because we must double all these Products, therefore we
4 -4x24 - 24
must take double the Sum of the preceding Terms, and
8
_
multiply it into the given Term . Then , ( i u.) This Pro¬
duct is equal to the Square of the given Term multiplied
14 - 8+ 27-4-64
into
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into the next preceding Term , by the Rules of Progressions; for Example,
tfXiX

i—)—
2.—

3—
{—4.—
f—
5=

6X5x5

j because 1—f—
2.—
}—

'5 == -- L
- -- ; and this mul-

plied by 2, produces 6X5. Universally , Call the Term next preceding any given
one, I, that given one must be i -j-/ ; which is also the Sum of the Extremes of that
Series, whereof I is the greatest Extreme, i . e. of the Series to be summed 5 but this
Sum is r- f-/X —
L (/ being here the Number of Terms) and the Double of this is
1—
f“/X/ , which multiplied into the given Term , i -j- /, produces 1 -f xl. But,
(3 0.) Its manifest that
(the Sum cfftwice the Product of i -fthe
given
Term , into all the preceding Terms ) added to x-j- / (the Square of the given Term)
makes x-j- / 1x IJ- - 1-}- /i = 1-j- /1 X1-4- / = 1
the Thing to be shewn.
3d. Since the Square of the Multinomial, x-s- r-s- 3-l -q., &c. is resolveable into as
many Members as the Root, each of which is prtived to be equal to the Cube of a dif¬
ferent Member of the Root 3 therefore that Square is equal to the Sum of the Cubes
of the several Members of the Root, i . e. i J-f-23+3 3&c. — i -i- 2-}- 31 &e.

ThSoIieh

XXL

Take the Series of square Pyramids (i . e. the Sums of the natural Series of Squares)
multiply each of them by 3 ; and from the Series of Products, take the Series of the
Sums of the 2 Series of Triangles and Squares, as in the Margin3 the Series of the Diffe¬
rences is the Series of Cubes of the natural Progression.
Demon . The n Square Pyra3 . 4 .
5 Natural Series
mid is ~ by 6 ■
(
Trobl.
, . 6 . 10 . 15 ‘triangles
II. Schol.) which multiplied by
4 . 9 . 16 . 25 Squares
5 . 14 . 30 . 55 Square ‘Pyramids
3 produces a”'+ 3»*+ » The „
15 .42

. 90 . 165 Their

7 . 15 . 26 .

TroduEl

by

3

40 Sumoftrian . and Squ.

xuare
Triangle is ———, and » Squ
Z

8 . 27 . 64 . 125 Cubes
?— 2

is nn

• which taken from the former, leaves plainly

2 XT

Then
■n'\ And

, »»+ »
because n

may be any Term , therefore the theorem is true.

Theorem

XXII.

Take the Series of Heptangular Pyramids, and to them add the Series of Triangu¬
lar Pyramids in this Manner, viz. The ist of the Triangulars to the 3d of the other j
the zd Triangular to the 4th of the other 3 and so on 5 i . e. universally , the n Hep¬
tangular Pyramid added to the n— 2 Triangular. All these Sums are Cubes 5 and
prefixing the first two Heptangular Pyramids, 1 . 8 ( which are Cubes) you have the
whole Series of Cubes.

Demon.
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Series
Triangles

6

io

5
r;

6

11

7

18
26

16
34
60
4

21
55
IX5
10

8

1

Cubes

mid isand

5»3-f-5»1—2»

I

2

f- 2«

z

Pyra¬

the

-r— i

6

Schol.')

But the Distance of the Heptagon
from the Triangle , is 4 3 therefore
(by Probl. II .) the a Heptangular
Pyramid is £±l £6 ±B
Again the n—r Triangular

6

, >Æ= ?x ?= fx £j

-2z
« Triangular

Term is ——- (Probi. II .

i . 8 . 27 . 64 . ir;

-4»

4

Demon . The

4

3

Series -+-1 i
Heptag. i
Hept . ‘Pyramids i
Priang . Pyramids

ffigurate Numbers.

+ i 6= !‘x4=
Pyramaid is

5 to which add the » Heptangular Pyramid , vim.

5»3—f~
3«a—2 « ,
j the Sum is —- = «?.
6

Theorem

XXIII.

Take the Series of Octangular Pyramids , and from them substract
the Series of Tri¬
angles ; thus , The ist Triangle from the rd Octangular Pyramid
,
universally , the n—i Triangle from the n Pyramid ; the Series of and so on, i . e.
Differences is the
Series of Cubes after i.
Series ~^~l i
OBogons 1
OBog. Pyramids i
!Triangles
Cubes

7

r3

8

21

9
1

30
3

19
40
70
6

i . 8 . 27 . 64

«5—n v .

.»5-f *?»*-f*2«-f5fl?—5;
H2-»
which is —

Triangle,

the

Demon . The

n Triangular

£+ 3? *+ .*”, and Æ 6
mid is

Pyramid

1 Triangular Pyra-

Therefore

the » Octangular

Pyramid is (by Probl . II.)

.<5>;;-f~3

is

-4-

from which , substract the n—i

Difference is <f#34 ~381

■3

*

•30

6

CoRor.n. From this it is plain , That if we take a Series, —
beginning
with 0, and proceeding by the Difference 6 3 then
6
take the Sums of this Series 3 and then the Sums of these Sums
6
3
and to this last Series of Sums add the natural Series, 1 . 2. 3 Lcc.
I
2
.
the last Sums make the Series of Cubes . The Deduction of the
universal Truth os which from the present Pheorem , is easily
27 . 64
made 3 thus , In the Scheme of the Pheorem, each Term of the
ist Series is 1 more than its Collateral in the rst Series of the
present Scheme 3 therefore each Term of the ad Series of the
former Schemes, ex¬
ceeds the Collateral of the ad Series of this Scheme , by as many
Units as the prece¬
ding Number ofTerms . Hence again 3 Each Term of the 3d
Series , former Scheme,
exceeds the Collateral in the 3d Series of this Scheme , by the Sum of
as many Terms
of the natural Series, as the Number of preceding Terms :
Whence
all the rest is
plain .
From
O
o
o

6

12
18
24
3

18
36
60
4
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From this last, again, it will easily appear , That if we take
rz
18
the Series, o . 6 .12 . &c. and taking the Sum of it, add 1 to
I - 7
19 . 57
each Sum ; and then of this Series of Sums take the Series of
i . 8 27 . 6/\. Sums
; these are the Cubes of the natural Progression 3 for
by taking the Sums of the Series, o : 6 18
:
: 31s; &c. after r
is added to each (7. e. the Sums of 1 . 7 . 19. Scc.) it ’s plain the Sums at every Step,
will be more than the Sums taken without these Units (t. e. than the Sums of the Se¬
ries, o . 6 .18 . Ac .) by as many Units as the Number of Terms added : So that it
will be the same as if taking the Sums of this Series, o . 6 . 18 . 36, we add to the Se¬
ries of the Sums the natural Series, 1 . 2 . 35 as in the preceding Scheme.

o.6

Theorem
XXIV.
Take the Series of odd Numbers , 1 . 3 . 5. c& . and out of this make another Se¬
ries 5 thus, Take the ist Term 3 then the Sum of the next 2 Terms 5 again, the
Sum of the next 3 Terms , after the last 3 and so on, taking in at every Step , one
Term more 5 so that the Number of Terms taken at every Step, are the natural Se¬
ries, 1 . 2 . 3 . 6<c. The
Series thus composed, is the Series of Cubes of the natural
Series 5 each Sum being the Cube of the Number of Terms added together.
1 . 3 . j . 7 . 9 . 11 . 13 . 15 . 17 . ip . 21 . 23 . 25 . 27 . 29
Cubes
Roots 1

1.
.

3 .
2 .

27 .
3 .

64
4

.
.

125
5

Ac.

Demon
By T "heor. XX . Cor. 2. the Sum of the Series of Cubes , is the Square
of the Sum of the natural Series taken to the same Number of Terms : But the Sums
of the odd Series are the Squares of the several Number of Terms summed {‘I ’heor. IX.)
And in this Scheme there are always as many odd Terms from the Beginning, as the
Sum of all the Roots 5 therefore the Sum of all these odd Numbers being the Square
of the Sum of all the Cube Roots , is the Sum of all the Cubes. Again, That the
Sum of the several Terms , distinguished in the Series of odd Numbers , are the parti¬
cular Cubes of the Number of these Terms , is evident ■because 1 is the Cube of r,

and 1+ 3+ 5. the Sum of the Cubes of 1 and 2, by what ’s first strewn 3 therefore
3+ 5 is the Cube of 2. Then since 1+ 3+ 5+ 7+ 9+ 11 is the Sum of the Cubes of
1, 2, 3, therefore 7 + 9+ n

is the Cube of 3.

And so on.

Another Demon . This Iheorem may also be demonstrated independently of
I ’heor. XX . by the Consideration of the odd Series. Thus,
i ° . If the Root of any Cube is an odd Number , its Square is also an odd Number 5
and is therefore a Term of the odd Series : Then taking as many adjacent Terms of
the odd Series, as the Root of any Cube expresses, and whereof the Square of the
same Root is the middle Term 5 it ’s plain the Sum of all these Terms will be the
Cube 5 because, being an Arithmetical Progression, the Sum of every two Terms,
equally distant from the middle one, is double that middle one, and consequently the
whole Sum is equal to as many Times the middle Term as the Number of Terms ex¬
presses 5 but that middle Term is the Square 5 and the Number of Terms the Root j
therefore the Whole is the Product of the Square by the Root , i . e. the Cube.
20. If the Root is an even Number , then we can find in the odd Series two adja¬
cent Terms 5 the one exceeding the Square by 1, and the other wanting 1 of it 5 con¬
sequently , taking as many Terms as the ' Root expresses, whereof these two now
mentioned are the two middle Terms 3 the Sum of the Whole is the Cube 3 for the

Sum
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Sum os the two middle , and os every other two equally distant from them , are each
double the Square ; and so the Whole is equal to the Product of the Square by the
Root , i . e. is the Cube.
30. Representing the two preceding Cases in the annex’d Scheme [ wherein a be¬
ing any odd. Number or Root , the ist Series represents a Number of adjacent odd
Numbers , whose Sum is a 3and
;
a being an even Number , the -rd Series is a Num¬
ber whose Sum is a 3; understanding these Series to contain as many Terms as the
Root has Units , whereof
is the middle one in the ist , and a1—r , d -j- r , the two mid¬
dle ones in the ad Cafe.] Hence it will be evident , that the least and greatest Terms
in the particular Se8ic. d —6 s: ''— 4 : d —2 : d : d- f- 2 : fP-f-4 : d- j- tf : &c. I ries of adjacent odd
&c. d —5 d —3 : d —i :
: d -\ -%: d -\- $c : & .
j Numbers ,
whose
Sum is the Cube of
the Number of Terms , are thus expressed, viz. The least
—a, and the greatest
d -\ -a—1 : For the Root being odd, the Number of Terms is odd 3 and there are
as many Terms on each Hand of the Middle , d, as Half the Root —1 or a 77— ;
2
and the common Difference being 2, the Number fubstracted from, or added to d in
the Extremes , is equal to 2, taken as oft as -— - expresses : But flZI x 2 — a—1 ;
2
2
therefore the Extremes are d —a—x , and d -\-a—1, which are d —a- f-i , and
d -\ -a—1. Again, If a is an even Number, the two middle Terms being always
d —1, d -\ - i, and the Number of Terms below d —1, and above d ~\ -i t being half
ofrf— 2, or -— - ; it follows, that the Extremes are d —i , wanting the Product of 2
2
by

, which Product is a—2 3 and d -j- 1, with the fame Number added to

it 3 which Extremes are therefore d —1—a—2 = d — i —a-\ -2 — d —L-j- x, and
-a —2 =d -}- et—1.
4° . Take any two Roots differing by 1, asa, and a-{- 1 ; the greatest Extreme of
the Series of odd Numbers , whose Sum is the Cube of at is , by the last, d -\ -(i—1.
And the least Extreme of the Series, whose Sum is the Cube of Æ-f- x, is ( by substituting
a-\- i instead of a, in this Expression, d —a-\- i ) — a-\- d —
— d -\-za-j- i—a
—d -j -a-j- i. Compare this with the former, viz . d -\ -a—x, it ’s plain their Difference
is 2, i. e. the greatest Term of these adjacent odd Numbers whose Sum is a 3, and
the least of these whose Sum is ct-j- i ’, differ by 2 j and so they are two adjacent odd
Numbers ; consequently the Series for the one Cube begins at the Term next after that
one with which the other ends ; and therefore the Series of Cubes are found in the
Manner prescribed in the ‘Theorem.
Schol.

As this Theorem is demonstrated

by Means of Theor. XX . so. that is de¬

monstrable by Means of this , and Theor. IX.
Theorem

XXV.

Take the Series of Pentagonal Pyramids , and multiply each of them by 3 3 then
take the Series of Squares, and multiply each of them by 2 Substract the last Series of
Products from the former 3 the Differences are the Series of Pentagonal Prisms.
k

IIi

Series

*

4*6
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Series -+-1
‘Pentagons
Pent . Pyramu
Pro Au Els by 3
Squares
ProduEis by 2
Pent . Prisms

I - 4.
7 I • 5 - 12 .
I . 6 . 18 .
3 . 18 . 54 1 ■ 4 - 9 ‘
2 . 8 , 18 .
1 . 10 . Z6 -

and this multiplied by

produces

»th Triangular Pyramid is
—-6

IQ
22
40
120
16
32
88

V.

Numbers. Book

Demon . Pentagons proceed from the
Series,. 1 . 4 . 7 . &c. whose common
Difference is 3 5 os which therefore the
#th Term is i -f -n —1X ; — 3n—2 ; and
the Sum of the Extremes is 3#'— 1.
Lastly, The Sum of n Terms is 3n—1 x .

)

2 fp "— Jj

— = 22

•

, which is the n Pentagon 5

the n Pentagonal Prism.

Again , The

and the n—1 Triangular

Pyramid

j the . Distance of the Triangle and Pentagon is- 2, and - K X2

is

_2»’—2n

n^r in
wherefore (by Cor. shear. II .) the n Pentagonal Pyramid is —~\~2>
62

!L • from which take.
lfg^r n__ . which multiplied by 3, makes 3—lhl
2

a/; 1, the Remainder is —— —, the n Pentagonal Prism.
General Schoihim.
Though there be no general Canon, that I know, for finding the Sum of any Series
of Prfmaticks of any Degree , Species and Order , excepting what is contained in the
XlVth Theorem, which supposes the Series of Prismaticks of the ist Order of the
fame Species and Degree , and to the fame Number of Terms , as that whole Sum is
fought3 yet for the Sums of the Prismaticks of the 2d Species, ist Order , of any Degreej
i . e. for the Sums of Powers of the natural Progression, from the Cubes and upwards, we
can, by Means of the preceding Theory of Polygonals, investigate particular Ca¬
nons for every different Power 3 whereby the Sum may be found, having only the
Number of Terms.
In order to which ohfen ie, That as the Invention of these Canons, for any Degree,
depends upon the Canons for the preceding Degrees 3 fo, though Squares are Poly¬
gons, and not Prismaticks , yet it will be necessary to take the Squares within the fol¬
lowing Problem, that we may more easily, by the two first apd most simple Powers,
understand the Method of Investigation for all the superior Powers.
Again , observe, That we have already explained the particular Canons for the
as you fee in
Sums of Squares and Cubes 3 that for Squares, being
the ad Article of the Scholium after Problem II. and that for Cubes, being
»*-j~zn3-f-nn
for by Theorem XX . Goroll. 2 . the Sum of the Cubes of the natural
Progression, to the #th Term , is the Square of the Sum of the Roots 3 but this Sura
But the Method of investigating Rules for
is —_h —, whose Square is
'
4
'
_
L
the higher Powers being different from the Method , by which these Rules for Squares
and Cubes have already been invented , and depending alfo upon a new Method , by
this
which the . fame two Rules may be investigated : Therefore we must explain other
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•other Method for Squares and Cubes 3 and this being done, the universal Method for
all other Powers will be easily understood.
Observo in the last Place, That there are several Methods of finding these Canons,
so as to make the Invention of the Rule for any Degree, depend upon the Rules for
the preceding Degrees 3 but I confine my self to that which is most natural in this
Place, viz. which depends upon the universal Rule for the several Orders of Polygo¬
nal of the Triangular Kind. You’ll find another curious Method in Rvnayne 's Al¬

gebra.
PROBLEM
III.
How to investigifte Rules for finding the Sums of the Series of Powers of any De¬
gree of the natural Progression
, 1 . 4 . 3. having
the Number of Terms only
given.
SOLDTIO

N.

ifl. For the Sum of the Squares, 1+ 4+ 9+ &C. t0 the 0th Term .
The #th
Triangular of the 3d Order (from Units) i. e. the Sum of the triangles, to the
«th Term , is 1 X—X
(by the ad Rule for ‘Probl. I . with the
1
a — ——a

to ’j’heorem III. 1Or , seethe Scholium after that Rule.) Again, Take 0,
successively equal to I . a . 3 . dec. and applying this Canon, we have —
%
2•' •
^
———,
&c. which express the Series of Triangulars of the 3d Order, to
a
a
_
any Number of Places given 3 which Number being called 0, the Sum of this
Series .+ tfre 4.th Triangular of the 4th Order 3 but the n Triangular of the
4th Order is, nby■ the fame general
Rule, i X—
- - 2,#
■■
*. ' * x 3 = nf
3*+ ?
■+
which is therefore equal to L-il -+
Sic. carried to n Terms 5 and this
Coroll.

L

L

K

is — a of i 2+i + 2a+2 + 3a+3 c& . — a of i + aH - 3* Sic,fa-

0f 1+ 2+ 3 &c.
00+
0
Now 1+ 2+ 3 &c. to » Terms, is== — - + . 3 therefore f of it is = ^' .ZL!L
3 conse.
2
44
03+ 3»2'+ a» . + of i + a^+ 31 & c. + ^ ±l
and substracting
quently
-4
4
fr,om both

Sides, the Remainders are equal, viz. a of i1+ 21
+3 ac& . —
-

0a+0 ^ 4 ^ + L20+ -80- ^ a-^

24 •

6

—

_4 sP+ ^ + 20 , and multip ]ying the first and
24

last Expressions, both by 2, the Products* are i + 2,+3 1c& . =
20,+ 301+0 3 which is the Rule for the Sum of the Squares,

viz-

24
l + 2a+f &c.

2d. For the Sum of the Cubes, or r'+ T+ f + Zcc. to the 0th Term . The 0th Trian¬
of the 4th Order (from Units) i. e. the Sutn of the Triangulars of the 3d Order to
the 0th Term , is 1x x
x
3 and taking0, successively equal
gular

Iii

to
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to i,2,3, &c. the SeriesofTriangularsofthe

3 + 3* 3

4thOrder are,L ~k^ xr k" 2Xl

~f"

6

6 '

2Xl

§cc. to any Number of Terms ; which Number being called n,

the Sum of this Series is the -rth Triangular of the 5th Order ; which, by the general
Rule , is equal to 1 x » x 2± £ X5±_ 2 x £±1 =
but the x^ mer
1234
24.
Series (equal to this ) is the Sum of these 3 Parts , viz,. of-§- 1—
)—13—f
—5sc& . +
of
&c. (==—,4s

6

*i~ n, by the last) -j- 4 of 1+ 2+ 3 &c. ( = £5+ 1 } and
--

\

%

S

taking the last two Parts from both, we have n*^ ' 6n + ri; ^ -j-S» j— . or a Gf
24
lliil/irl

— £ or -§• of 5_dl5 = -| 0f i+ 23+ 33&
c . And reducing the first Part

to the most simple Expression, by the common Rules of Fractions 3 and then multi¬
plying both Parts by 6, there will come out i+ 23+5 3c& . = 5..~^~2gk" * . - the
4
Rule for Cubes.
Now for all superior Powers, the Investigation of Rules , by the fame Method , will
be plain and obvious to such as understand the first two Cafes, how they depend upon
one another , and upon tne General Canon for Triangular Numbers : For we gradu¬
ally express, by that Canon, the «th Triangular of the Order (from Units ) expres¬
sed by 1 more than the Index of the Power (as above, we took the 3d Order for
Squares, and the 4th Order tor Cubes ;) and taking n, gradually equal to r, 2, 3, &c.
we empress the several Terms of the Triangulars of that Order , according to that Ca¬
non, to any Number of Terms , as zrj and the Sum ' of all these Terms will resolve in¬
to as many other Series (connected by Addition , and in some Cafes, some of them
substracted ) as there are Members in the Numerator of the General Canon, and
whereof one ot them will be some Multiple or aliquot Part of the Sum of the Series
of Powers sought, to n Terms 3 and the other Parts are some Multiple or aliquot Part
of the Sums of as many Terms of some of the inferior Powers (of the fame natural
Progression, 1 . 2 . 3. & c-) which we must express by the Rules already invented for
these inferior Powers $ then we consider that the Sum of this Series, thus exprested,
is the «th Term of the next Order of Triangulars ; and this we express by the fame
General Rule as before we. did the nth Term of the preceding Order : And then
comparing these two different Expressions of the fame Number , we find, after a due
Reduction , the most simple Expression for the Sum of the Powers sought.
I shall here give you the Canon for Biquadrates , and leave the Investigation and
Proof of it to your Exercise.

The

Canon

is , l + 2«+ ;4+ + §cc. = l5 !±lll

!±I £5!= 5.

3°

H. III . Of Oblongs , and some remaining curious Propoftions
Squares.
Theorem

concerning

XXVI.

TF we take the Series of even Numbers , 2 . 4 . 6. c& . and then -the Series of their
’*■Sums, 2 . 6 . 12. c& . these are the Series of Oblongs.
Demon-
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is also the ist Oblong , 2.

And that all the other Sums are the other Oblongs, is thus
2 . <5 . 12 . 20
plain . By the Nature of -H Progressions^ the Sum of the
even Numbers to n Terms is
1X0, which is
I . 2 . 5 . 4 .
therefore an Oblong 3 and taking 0, gradually greater by 1,
it ’s plain that n^ ixn becomes gradually the next Oblong.
2 . 4 .

6. 8

Theorem

XXVII.

Double the several Terms of the Series of Triangles (i . e. of the Sums of the natu¬
ral Series 1 . 2 . 3. E^ c.) and the Products are the Series of Oblongs.
Demon . Take

1 . 2
1 - 3
2

n,

. 6

3
6

12

any 2 adjacent

Numbers

0 , »-f- r ;

in the natural Series ; their Product is an Oblong , and
it is also double the Sum of the natural Series, to n

10 triangles

20 Oblongs

Terms 5 for that Sum is — z
gradually 1 more, we have the whole Series of Oblongs.

Theorem

$ consequently taking

XXVIII.

The Arithmetical Means betwixt (or half Sums of ) every two adjacent Oblongs,
make the Series of natural Squares after 1, the Root ot each Square being the lesser
Side of the greater Oblong , and the greater Side of the lesser 3 and is also the common
Difference betwixt the Square and each of these Oblongs.
Demon . Take

3 Terms

in the natural

Series n— x. n. n-j- i. the two adjacent Ob¬
Obi. 2
. 6 . 12 . 20 . 30
longs produced from these, are n— 1X0=
1 . 4 . 9 . 16 . 2;
nz—0, and
and their Sum
is 201, whose half is 0% the Arithmetical
Mean . Now n being the middle Term of 3, assumed in the natural Series, which in
the first 3, (viz. 1 . 2 . 3) is 2, whose Square is 4 ; and every successive Term os the
natural Series being the middle Term of the next three , from which the two next ad¬
jacent Oblongs proceed 3 hence ,the universal Truth of the Theorem is clear.
1 . 2 . 3

- 4

• 5 • 6

COROLLARIES.
1. The Sum and Difference of any Square and its Roof , are the 2 Oblongs next
greater and lesser than that Square.
2. Take the Series of Oblongs, and of Squares from 4 5 the Differences of the cor¬
responding Terms of these Series arc the natural Progression of Numbers , from 2 3 thus,
4 —2— 2. 9—6— 3. 16—12—4. and so on.

Theorem

XXIX.

The Series of Oblongs is the Series of Geometrical Means betwixt every two adja¬
cent Squares, (see the preceding Scheme.) The common Ratio of that Mean, and
these Extremes , being that of the Roots of these Squares, which are the Sides of the
Oblong.
Demon . Betwixt any two Squares AA , and BB, the Geometrical

Mean is AB (for

AA : AB : .- AB : BB, the Ratio being A : B) wherefore if the Roots A, B, differ by
1, the Geometrical Mean AB is an Oblong 3 and thus consequently we have the whole
Series of Oblongs.
CorOel,
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CoROtt . Take the Series of Oblongs and of the Squares ; compare the ist Square,
j , to the ist Oblong a ; and the rd to the rd , and so on. The Ratios are the conti¬
nued Ratios of the natural Progression, viz ., i : r . 2 : 3. 3 : 4. &c.

Theorem

XXX.

Take the Series of Squares and of Oblongs 3 out of these make another Series, thus $
Take the ist Square 1, then to this Square add the ist Oblong , then to the ist Ob¬
long add the rd Square , and so on, adding each Square to the next Oblong,
and each Oblong to the next Square3 I fay the Sums are the Series of Triangles , each
Sum being a Triangle , which is the Sum of such a Number of Terms of the natural
Series, as is equal to the Sum of the Places of the Square and Oblong added , in their
respective Series : Thus , 16 is the 4th Square , and 12 the 3d Oblong , and their Sum
is 16+ 12= 28, the 7th Triangle .
Demon . It is plain that the
Nat . Series
Places of the two Terms added
4
3
5
16
9
in their several Series, are alter¬
!Their Squares
25
ir
2
. 6
20
Oblongs
nately equal , and then differing
1 . 3 . 5 .10 . 15 . 21 . 28 . 36 . 45
‘triangles
by 1, the Place of the Square
being the greatest Number } for
the ist Square is added to the ist Oblong , then the ist Oblong to the rd Square , and
so on } therefore the Thing to be proved is, universally that the n Square -j- n Ob¬
long, is the Sum of 2n Terms of the natural Series ; and that the n Oblong -j- «+ i
Square , is the Sum of 2#+ i Terms of the natural Series : Which is shewn thus } the
n Oblong is »x#+ i= #»+ #, to which add nn, the Sum is 2nn-\ -n 5 and the Sum of
the 2n Terms of the natural Series is r «+ iX -L-= 2-i + iX«—r ««+ «}which

is

the first

Thing . Again , the n Oblong being »« + #, and the n -\- i Square being 0# + 2«-f- i,
their Sum is a.
3»—
f- r 3and the Sum of 2# + 1Terms of the natural Series is zn f -rx

22.—=
2»+ iX#-{-i= 2»a+3#+ i ;
2

which

is

the second

Thing.

Or the Demonstration may be made thus 3 each Square is the Sum of as many
Terms of the odd Series, as the Root exprefles (T 'heor. IX .) and the Oblong in the
next lower Place is the Sum of all the intermediate even Numbers 5 alfo the Oblong
of the fame Place is the Sum of all the intermediate even Numbers , and the next great¬
er even Number {T’heor. XXVI .) whence the Theorem is evident . See the follow¬
ing Scheme, wherein 9— 1-P3 -3- 5, and 6— 2+ 4, therefore 9+ 6= 1+ 2+ 3+ 44 - 5 ;
also 16= 1-4- 3+ 5+
7 * and 20= 2+ 4 + 6+ 8, therefore 16 + 20= 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5
-1- 6 + 7 j and so of others.
Odd Series r Even
r
Squares
1 .
2
Oblongs

Triangles

3 . 4
4 .
. 6

5. 6
9 .
. 12

7

-

9

. 8
16
.
. 20

1 . 3 . 6 .10 . 15 . 21 . 28 . 36 . 45

Theorem

XXXI.

Take the Sum of every two adjacent Oblongs , and add it to the Double of the
Arithmetical Mean for Interjacent Square ) these Sums make the Series of Squares of
the even Numbers after 2. Thus , 2+ 6+ 8= 16, the Square of 43 then 6+ 12+ 18
=36 , the Square of 6.
'
Demon.
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Demon . The Sum os every two adjacent Ob¬
longs being double the Arithmetical Mean, or interjacent Square , which call nn 5 therefore double
that Square added to that Sum , is 4 Times that
4 * 6 . 8
Square or 4nn but
;
4 and nn being both Squares,
their Product 400 is also a Square , whose Root is
20 , an even Number 5 also the first Value os n being 2, in that Case 2n is —4 5 and
the following Values of n being gradually 1 more (because the Roots of the Squares
added are / . 2 . 3, £5+ ) therefore 2n is at every Step 2 more than in the preceding}
and so they make the even Series, 4 . 6 . 8, L+
i
Oblongs
Squares
Roots

Squares

16
. 6 . 12 . i20
/6 . 36. H
4 - 9-

T H E OR E M XXXII.
Take the Sum of every two adjacent Squares, and twice the interjacent Oblong
(or Geometrical Mean) the Sums make the Series of the Squares of all odd Numbers
after 1 ; thus 1+ 4+ 4= 9, t^ie Square of 3 ; also, 4+ 9+ 12= 25, the Square of 5.
Demon . Let 0, 0+ 1, be two adjacent
/6
. 25
Numbers in the natural Series, their Squares
Squares
20
6
12
2
are 00 , 00 + 20+ 1, and the Sum of these two
Oblongs
8r
49
9
Squares
is 200 + 20+ 1 ; again, the interjacent Oblong
Roots
9
7
3
5
being the Geometrical Mean, is the Product
of the Roots 0X0+ 1—00+ 0, the Double of
which is 200-4-20, which added to 2004 20+ 1, the Sum is 400 + 40-+ 1 j and this is
the Square of 20-j- i , an odd Number , because 20 is even ; but 20-+ 1 being in the
ist Step 3, and 0 encreasing gradually by 1, therefore 20 encreases gradually by 2,
and so also must 20-+ 1 ; consequently the several Values of 20-+ 1 are the Terms of
the odd Series, 3, 5, 7, Lso.
Theorem
XXXIII.
To the Product of every two adjacent Oblongs add the interjacent Square , the
Sums make the Series of Biquadrates , or 4th Powers, of the natural Series after 1 }
thus , 2X6+ 4= 16, the 4th Power of 4 ; also 6X12+ 2—81, the 4th Power of 3.
Demon

. 0 — 1 , 0 , 0 + 1, express

any

Squares 1 . 4 . 9 . 16 .
25
Obhngs 2
6 . 12 . 20
.30
Siqua.
16 . 81 .256 . 15000
Roots
2_ . 3 . 4
.

3 adjacent Numbers in the natural Series, and 0X0— 1= 00—0 also 0X0+ 1
—00 + 0, two adjacent Oblongs, and
their Product is n1—0% to which add
00, the Sum is 015but in the / st Case n
is — r , and it encreases gradually in all the following Steps by x 3 whence the Truth
proposed is clear.
Theorem
XXXIV.
The Product of two adjacent Oblongs is an Oblong, whose greater Side is the
Square ot the lesser Side of the greater Oblong multiplied , (or ot the greater Side of
the lesser Oblong .)
Demo n . 0 — 1, 0 , 0 + 1 being

3 adjacent

Numbers

, then

are 0 — 1X0 — 00 — 0 , and

0X0+ 1= 00+ 0, two adjacent Oblongs ; and their Product is —0^= /? — 1X0%which
is an Oblong whose greater Side is 00 , the Square of 0, the lesser Side of the greater,
and greater Side of the lesser Oblong.
Or thus, Let a, b, c, be 3 Numbers dickering by 1, then are ab, be, two adjacent
Oblongs , and their Product is ab^ bc—ac'^ bb but
from the Nature of Arithmetical
Progreflions, when the common Difference is 1, then is ac= bb~~ 1, for a , b, c may be
repre*

4Z2
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represented thus , a,a -j - i , a-j- z. then is axa -j- z= a"~j- za. and a-j- i - T -j- za-j - i, whence
a '-j- ia —a^-j- za-j -i —i , that is, (? = bb —i , therefore acXbb is an Oblbng.
PROBLEM
IV.
One Oblong given , to find another such, that the two admit of one Geometrical
Mean , i . e, such that their Product is a square Number.
Ritk. Multiply the given Number by 4, and its Square by 16 (the Square of 4)
the Sum of these Products is the Number sought . Thus , the given Oblong being n,
that sought is iCnb-j -^ n.
Demon , i
is —4»X4»-f- i , which is plainly Oblong ; and to shew that n,
i <Vst-j-4// admit one Geometrical Mean ; or that nY.\ 6nl-\ -iitn (— len ^-j -^ T) is a
square Number ; let us suppose jf= ab, and a- b-j - i ,- then is 4n— ^ ab= zaXzb ;
but since a~ b-j - i, then is a—5—1, theref ore za—ib — i and
;
an Arithmetical Mean
betwixt za and zb is a+ b so
;
that za—a-j -b— 1 (= a—b.) Then also is a-fb"1—
zaXzb-j-i —^ab-j^i by
( taking 2a-j- i—a-j- b, and a-j-z= zzb wherefore
■
f.œbxa-j- b3, is an
Oblong . Also q.abXq.abXa-j-b1 is a Square , whose Root is ^.abxa -j- b, so that 4abxa -j -bz is
the Number sought, when 4ah is the Number given But ^ab—^ n, and a-j -T —^ab-j-i
~4 »-f-i , therefore 4.abXa-\ -b~—\ nXifn-\ - \ — i6n l-lr t\.n.
Schol . As to the Invention of this Rule , it may be traced in this Manner : The Sides
of a given Oblong being a , b, then , i °. To find a Number which multiplied into ab wi!l
produce a Square ; it is obvious that if we multiply ab into any square Number , as nn,
the Product abnn, is a Number which multiplied into ab produces a Square , viz.
ab xT —abn But
.
then , z9. The Question is, whether abxnn be also an Oblong;
which depends upon the Choice of nn ; as to which , it is plain in the first Place , that
ab , nn , cannot be Sides of an Oblong ; for, by the Nature of Oblongs, and their
Connection with Squares, the next Square to ab is ab— b, or ab-j -a Vid
(
. Theorem
XXVIII . Cor. I.j either of which has a greater Difference from ab than 1 ; where¬
fore if nn is the greater Side of an Oblong , the other must be greater than ab: Also,
in order that the Product of that Oblong by ab may be a Square , the other Side of the
Oblong sought must be the Product of ab by some square Number , which if we sup¬
pose to be xx, then the two Sides of the Oblong are abxx= axXbx, and nn. But 3“.
The Question still remains , What Numbers we shall chuse sor ac and n, so as axxbx, and
nn, be Sides of an Oblong ? In order to which it may readily occur, that if 3 Num¬
bers are -~ l, differing by 1 ; then the Product of the Extremes , and Square of the
Mean differ by 1, [ as in the Demonstration of Theor XXXIV . we fee ac= bb —1] and
so are Sides of an Oblong ; wherefore it follows, that in the present Case, ax, n,
bx, must be -H differing by 1 ; and consequently x must be 2, because a—b= t, and
hence 2a— zb— z so
;
that betwixt 2a , zb there is one Arithmetical Mean in Integers,
viz a -j- b, the common Difference being 1 ; wherefore it ’s plain , that n must be
an Arithmetical Mean betwixt 2a and zb, i . e. n—a -j -b.
From this Investigation the Rule may be expreffed in this Manner , viz. Take the
given Oblong , viz . ab, and multiply it by a-j-b the
(—«)
Sum of the Sides (which
is the Arithmetical Mean betwixt the Doubles of the Sides, viz. 2 a , zb,) the Square
of the Product is the Oblong sought , abn . But
observe, that this Rule requires that
the Sides of the given Oblong be known, whereas the former Rule requires only the
Oblong it self
PROBLEM
V.
To find 3 square Numbers in Arithmetical Progression, i . e. that the middle one
exceed the least as much as the greatest exceeds the middle 3 thus , we are to find ax,
Zst, c\ such that a%
—b*—b%
—c".
Rule.

*
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Rule. Take any two Square Numbers, which call

d\ and let them be such that
at* be greater than d1 ; then is the Difference , viz . zcl—di , the lefler of the Roots
fought ; to the Sum of the lame Numbers , viz . zc1-]- d1, add zdc, and the Total
zc1-j- dd-\- zdc, is the next greater Root sought. Again, to this last Root add also zdc,
and the Sum zf -^-dd-^-ndc is the greatest of the Roots sought.
Exam. Take c= a, and d— i, then is c!=4 and d1=i : Again , zcx—es—8— 1— 7,
the lefler Root . To the Sum of 8+ 1= 9 add zdc— 4, the Total is 13, the next
Root . Lastly, To this Root 13 add zdc= q., the Sum 17 is the other Root sought : For
7X7= 49, 13X13= 169, and 17X17= 289 ; and 289—169= 169—49= 120.

Demonstration and Investigation of this Rule.
If you take the 3 Numbers 2c1—d* ; zc1^f~d1-\ -zdc ; zc1-\~d1-f±dr, and find their
Squares by the common Operations 3 then it will be found to be in Arithmetical Pro¬
gression 5 but the Truth of this we shall see by the following Investigation.
Suppose the 3 Roots sought represented thus , viz . a , a-\ -h, a-\ -b\ -c ; their Squares
are a “ ; a1-\-b'~-\ -zab ; a 2-^-bz-{~c2-j- zab-f- zac-}- zbc ; the Difference of the ist and ad
is Ef - zab, and of the ad and 3d is c^-\ ~zac-\ ~zbc and
;
these two Differences are,
by Supposition , equal , i. e. E -j- zab= c1~f-zac~f- zbc whence
;
this Proportion is evi¬
dent , viz . b-f- za : c-j~za~j- zb : : c : b, but the ad Term is greater than the ist , and
therefore so is b greater than c 5 and consequently 2ab is greater than zac. In the next
Place then , from each of these Equals , vtz . E -j- zab—^ f -zac-j- zbc, take b^f -zac,
the Remainders are equal , viz . zab—zac- c^-^-zbc—b13 divide both these by zb— zc, or
2Kb— c, the Quotes .are equal , viz . a— cf"" 2^
^ which
is the lefler Root
zb— zc
sought . But now to make this a possible Solution , it ’s manifest, that cL-\ -zbc must be
greater than b1, and if we chuse b and c, so as they have this Condition , and b also be
greater than c, it ’s certain from what is shewn , that we have all the 3 Roots sought,
viz . a, a-\ -b, a-\ ~b-\ -c. What remains then is to shew, how to chuse b, c, with these
Conditions , in order to which suppose b= c-\- d, then is E = f -\ -<E -\ ~zcd, bc= c1-dr cd,
and zbc= zc‘i-^ zcd hence
;
^ + 2be—b2=c %
-^- zc1-j- zcd—c1—d1—zcd= zc1—dz 3 and
because b—c— d, therefore zb—zc= zd, so that a—
^ j
_, wherein
zb —2c
2d
zc1 must be greater than d1; and to chuse c, d so, has in it no manner of difficulty; for
it ’s easily done , whether we take c greater or lesser than d ; wherefore having aflumed
c, d according to the Conditions mentioned, we have all the 3 Roots, for a —
then because b—c-A- d, therefore a-\-b——f~ ~ -\ -c-\~d = — =
zc'+ d^ zdc .
zd 2

a1f0j „ Jr hJ r r =

i f + A1+zdc
d

, (. r= zc--}-d'--\- zdc+ zdc__
zd

In the last Place , since the Squares of these fractionally expressed
Roots, are in Arithmetical Progression, so must the Squares of the Numerators be , be¬
cause the Denominators are the same ; but these Numerators are the same Expressions
as in the Rule , which is therefore demonstrated.
Schoe . If in all Cases we make d— 1, then the 3 Roots are, zcl—i ; 2C1+2f + 1 ;
zf +4C + 1 ; that is, assume any Number c, and from double its Square take 1, the
Remainder is the lefler Root sought ; to double its Square add double the Root , and
1, the Sum is the next Root sought ; then to double its Square add 4 Times its Root,
and 1 (i . e. to the preceding Root found add double the assumed Number ) the Sum is
the greatest of the Roots sought.
Kkk
Lemma.
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Lemma.

The Difference of two Integral Squares is either some odd Number "greater than x ;
or, it is an even Number greater than 4, and also a.Multiple of 4.
Demon.

si

° . ) If it ’s an odd Number

it must

be greater

than

1 ; this

is strewn in
as is

4 . I 'bcor. IX . (20.) If it’s an even Number it must be greater than 4,

H

strewn in Cor. ad and 4th . T’heor. IX . But again, it must be a Multiple of 4, which
is demonstrated thus, by Coroll. i > Theor. IX . The Difference of any two Integral
Squares is either some one, or the Sum of some two or more Terms adjacent in the
odd Series, whereof the 1ester is greater than 1. If it ’s one of these Terms , or the
Sum of an odd Number of them , then it is an odd Number ; and if it is the Sum of
an even Number of Terms , then it is an even Number ; and I fay all these are Multi pies of 4. For any two adjacent Terms in that Series , whereof theleffer is above 1,
may be represented thus , ia -j- 1, and LS-j- z, whose Sum is 4S+ 4= 4X-r-]- i3 which
shews the Truth proposed, if the Squares differ by the Sum of any two adjacent
Terms above r . If the Difference is the Sum of any other even Number of Terms,
then the Sum of every Pair of them at equal Distance from the midcfle Pair , is equal to
the Sum of the middle Pair , because they are in Arithmetical Progrestioh3 but the
Sum of the middle Pair being adjacent Terms , is a Multiple of 4, consequently so is
the Sum of each of the other Pairs . And hence , Laftly, The total Sum of all the
fairs must be a Multiple of 4, since each of the Parts , i . e. each of the Pairs is so.

-i
i

Cor.

]
’
'*

;

PROBLEM
VI .
,
■
;
Having any Integral Number , to find two Integral Squares, whose Difference is !
equal to that given N umber .
1
Rule. The given Number being an odd Number greater than r , or an even Number
greater than 4, and measurable by 4 ( as required in the preceding Lemma ) take any
two different Integers , whose Product is equal to the given Number , i . e any two of
its reciprocal Measures [and mind , that if the given Number is odd , we admit of 1 for ;
a Measure, whose reciprocal Measure is the given ‘Number it self ; but if the given j
Number is even , the reciprocal Measures must be both even] then the half Sum and
half Difference of these two Numbers , are the Roots of two Squares , whose Differenc . is the given Number $ and thus by taking every Pair of reciprocal Measures of i
the given Number , you’ll find all the potfible Solutions of the Problem.
Exam.

1 . Given 15= 1X155
= 3X55 there are two Solutions, viz. =——— 7>and
or 1— 2=i 5and llt ?= 4.

2.

2

2

For 7X7= 49 , 8x8= 64, and 64—49—- 15;

also, 4X4= 16 and 16—1= 15.

Exam. 2. Given 105= 1X105= 3X35= 5X21= 7X15, which make 4 Solutions, viz.
105

2

*1 +

1 —:52
„„ , and I °5+ I=53 , oril

a

5—

Exam.

3>or

2

-Z 5 =i6 , and ' 52±l

= i9 , or ii " >- : 8, and

:4, and ' 5+ 7= 1xM

3 . Given 20= 2X10- whence
*2

We

have this one Solution —— - — 4, and

—if2 —— 6 5 nci;' other Pair■'of the reciprocal Measures
of 2,0 being , both even
’ ‘"
Numbers .

J‘ ‘ 1 ••

'•

’

;, . '

Exam.

Chap. II,
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Given, 111—2X56, = 4X18, = 8x145 whence we have three Solutions,
29, or 12 and 16, or 3 and xx.
Demonstration.

1. Let the given Number be called D, and any of its reciprocal Measures a,, »
two Loots, whose Squares differ by D=
that is, D= s « ; then are 2
. 2

Difference is

aft . for these Squares are nJ±l ast±B and *? 72*?± **t whose
plainly an.
2. Again, it is evident that as a,

n,

are supposed to be qualified, —will
odd Num¬

#,
be both Integers :’For D being an odd Number, all its Measures, as, a, are
bers, and soa—#, a-\ ~n,

are both

even ( as explained in

Ch\ .4§- .) consequently -—

are both Integers 3 if D is even, a, n, must both be even, for if the one is even, and
the other odd, , the Sum and Difference are both odd, and so have not an Integral
both even, the. Sum and Difference are both even, and conse¬
«,
half 3 but a, being
Integer.
an
is
Half
quently their
3. Thus it is demonstrated that all the Numbers found by this Rule are true Solu¬
tions of the Problem 5 but observe, that it does not from hence follow, that there can
be no other Solutions than these, i . e. is D= x1— ( two Integral Squares) it remains
to be demonstrated, that x, y, must be one of them the half Sum, and the other the

that an —D (the given Number)
»,
half Difference of some two Integers, at such
which I thus demonstrate.
Let x be . the greater Root sought, the ' other, y, may be expressedx— nt whose
Square is k1— ixn-j- n* 5 hence x"—x—n — zxn-—»1=D , and dividing both by «, it is
supposed to be so, i. e. n
«,
ix —;;= —, which must be an Integer, because x, are

n

measures D.

Suppose then that ~n = aso(

which is
2
Root, according to the Rule.

a-4 -n, and

the

that D—an) then is 2x—n— a, and ix—

one Root4alsoj= x—ft— 2

«= -—
2

the

other

I.

Scholium

In the preceding Demonstration you have also the Investigation of this Rule after
that Method which is called Analytical, by supposing x, and x—», the two Roots
sought. And we have also a Demonstration of the Rule , as a Solution ot the Problem
taken more universally, without respect to Integers5 for whether D be Integral or
, —I—, a true SoluFractional, any two Numbers, a, n, such that an—D, make 2r

2t

tion ; and all the possible Solutions are got in this Method, because x and x—n may
represent all the possible Roots.
But there are other Methods whereby this Rule might be discovered, of the Rind.
we call Synthetical, wherein we proceed from some known Truth 5 and these being
also worth knowing, I lhall explain them.
Kkk

2

Second
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_Second Method of Investigating the preceding Rule.
This Rule might be owing to the Consideration or the Squares of a Binomial and
Residual Root . Thus , having observed that the Square of a-^ n is aa -\ -ian ~\ -nn, and
the Square of a—n~ aa —o.anf -nn ; also, that the Difference of these two Squares is
4-r« ; it was obvious to conclude , that if the Difference of two Squares was a Multiple
of 4, it may be expressed by \b, and b be expressed «x», (a , n being any two Numbers*
whose Product is =b .) Again , it might easily occur, that though the Difference of every
two Squares is not a Multiple of 4, yet the Difference ofany two Squares may be repre¬
sented by the Product of two Numbers , as an ; and then , considering that
4

an ; which being the 4th Part of the preceding Difference 4an (= 4b) therefore it
must be the Difference of the 4th Parts

of

the preceding Squares , viz .

of aa f~

ian ~\~nn

and ——

~nst }whose Roots are —whence
an universal Rule is dif4
2,
2
covered for finding two Squares , whose Difference is any given Number , provided
always that 6, n, be difserent Numbers , for otherwise a —n is nothing . What other
Conditions are necessary, upon Supposition that D is Integer , are also obvious,
viz t that a, n be both Integers, and Both odd, or both even.

cthird Method of Investigating the preceding Rule.
The last Method seems to be rather by Chance , than that one is naturally directed
to the Consideration of Binomial and Residual Squares, as a first Principle that should
lead to the Solution of the Problem.
But after the Invention of itheor. IX . we have a more easy and natural Principle afford¬
ed ' us for the Solution of the Problem , as limited to Integers ; which , though tedious,
yet is very curious and not difficult ; thus,
By Coroll. 1. T
' keor. IX . The Difference of any two Integral Squares is either some
one, or the Sum of some 2 or more Terms of the odd Series, 1 . 3 . 5. SV
£ . and the
Roots of these Squares are the Indexes of the Places of the greater Term , and of that
next below the Idler of these Terms , whose Sum is equal to the given Number . It is
hence evident , that we have no more to do, but from the given Number , and the
known Properties of an Arithmetical Progression, to seek an Expression in known N umbers
for these Roots ; and all the Variety of them that have the fame Difference ; and this
we must distribute into a Cases.
Cafe I. The given Number being an odd Number greater than 1. In this Case the Pro¬
blem has at least one Solution ; for D being a Term of the odd Series , whose Place
call n, then is D the Difference of two Squares, whose Roots are n and n—1 ; and
these being expressed according to the Rules of Arithmetical Progressions, are

Pi.1, andn—i=P~—
^j
£

2

for

if the greater Extreme of an Arithmetical

the lesser a, and the common Difference

d,

then is the Number of Terms

But in the present Cafe I= D, a= 1, and d—i 3 hence n-

n—i= Pil

2

— 1= P

2

Series

I ; and these RootsP —
2

.D- -i - j- a

is

/,

a
D+ x

and

2

Pi 1, are manifestly two Exam2

pies of the preceding Rule , because 1XD—D-

Jgain ,
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Again, To find if there can be any other Solutions, and what they are : Consider,
That if there is another Solution , then , by Coroll. i . T’heor. IX . the given odd
Number , D , must be equal to the Sum of some odd Number of Terms greater than i,
standing next together in the odd Series, and whereof also the least Term cannot
be i : And in this Cafe the Place of (or the Number of Terms from i , to) the
greatest of these Terms , and the Place next below the lesser of these Terms , are two
Roots , whose Squares have the given Difference (which is the Sum of all these Terms .)
Wherefore it ’s plain , That as many different odd Numbers of Terms as there are , whose
Sums are [each equal to D (of which the least is greater than i ) so many, and no
more . Solutions has the Problem : And to discover these, consider again, That from
the Nature of Arithmetical Progressions, when the Number of Terms is odd , it ’s an
aliquot Part of the Sum ; for the Sum being D, and Number of Terms n, the middle
Term is — ; which being , by Supposition, an Integer , n must measure , or be an

n

aliquot Part os D ; whereby it’s evident, that as there can be no Solution of the Pro¬
blem but one for every odd Number of Terms of the odd Series, whole Sum is — D,

and whereof the least Term is greater than i ; so, because that Number of Terms is
alto an aliquot Part of I), it follows, that there cannot be more Solutions than there
are different Measures of D . But yet again, I fay that all the Solutions amount only
to one for every Pair of Reciprocal Measures (and not one for every Measure :) And to
demonstrate this, and also find the general Expression for them all , agreeable to the
Rule , we proceed thus 5 D being the Sum of an odd Number , n, of Terms of the odd
Series, — is the middle Term ; and then having —, the middle Term , and

a

n

2, the common Difference, we may find the Extremes thus ; Suppose*the middle
Term , —,
n to be a lesser Extreme , with respect to the greater Extreme sought
(which in general call I) and a greater , with respect to the Jester Extreme sought
(which call A ;) then , since the Number of Terms , from A to I, is n, the Number
of Terms less r, from A to —, and from — to I, is
and hence, by the

n

n

common Rules , we find I- :2 + > X ^

n2

— ——n-1-1 ; then the Places ofthefe Terms
«

and A =

= £ + „_

n

in

the odd Series, are

a

D

■ix

n—1

the Place of I ;

which is also the Root of the greater Square sought 3 and 4 ii , the Place of A,
A— r
from which take 1, the Remainder is
, the lesser Root sought 3 now putting instead
of /, and A, their Equals , — 4- »■
—1 (= /, ) and — + 1—nA)( —

n

are

Jy^ nn and D—nn
2#

Quotes

D-\ -nn
2n

2n

for

and A—1—— — n

n

n + »=
D—nn

D _
Again , Since n measures D, suppose —

■a,

-

which

these Roots
divided

3 which divided by 2, Quotes

then is B ~

an

3 and putting

by 2
D

nn
2n

an

for
D.
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an-\ -nn

an—nn
which by equal Division of Numerator and De2n
a-\ -n a-—n
are
■•I
; which Expressions comprehend also the ist Soluin

2

a—
\~n
—'—, are _D— r D+ i
22
2
2
the Rules given for that Cafe ; so that D being —an , any two reciprocal Measures of
I) , all the possible Roots which solve the Problem , are expressed in general , by
-—
according to the preceding Rule : Then , because n must be less than a,
tion ; wherein n being — i , D is

2

—a

And

hence

2 -

2

to make a—« possible ; therefore of two reciprocal Measures of D, there can be a
Solution only for the lesser of them , taken as a Number ot Terms , whose Sum is
—D . And thus is the whole Investigation and Demonstration finished , when D is an
odd Number.
Cafe II . .The given Number , D, being an even Number (greater than 4, and
measurable by 4) then the Problem has, at least, one Solution 5 for by Supposition,
D
:
_
D , . D
— is
an even Number ; therefore .-f-i , — -r,are two odd Numbers ; whichdisser2
1
2
ing by 2, Ihews that they stand next together in the odd Series ; and their Sum being
= to D, therefore the Places of —-f -i , and of the Term next below — — 1, are two
2
2
Roots , whoso Squares differ by D. Now these Places are found by the common Rules
to be D+ 4 and D~ 4 Again, Since D is a Multiple of 4, let it be =±d = iXid ;
4

then 0 + 4- ,4c/-f -4_

zd-\ -i

(= i -}"r ') and

D

4 _ 4d—4_ id —2

442
4
4
^
which strews us plainly that this is an Example of the preceding Rule.

( = d—1 )

Again, To find if there are any other Solutions, and what they are . Consider,
That if there is another Solution, then D must be the Sum of an even Number of
Terms greater than 2, standing next together in the odd Series, and whereof the least
i.s not 1, (by Cor. 1. sth. IX .) and in this Case the Places of the greatest of these Terms,
and of that next before the least, are 2 Roots, whose Squares differ by D, the Sum
of all these Terms ; wherefore it ’s plain , that as many different Numbers of Terms
as there are, whose Sums are each —I), and of which the least Term is greater than
1, so many, and no more , Solutions has the Problem : And to discover these , con¬
sider, again , That from the Nature of a Progression of odd Numbers , if the Number
of Terms is even , it’s an aliquot Part or Measure of the Sum ; for I) being
the Sum , n the Number os Terms , and the Extremes , A , L , then is D
= A-1-/X —. Hence Ast-/ — Dand
but
;
A, /, are both
12

in

-in

odd , and so their Sum is even , i . e. ——
is an
Integer $ consequently so is —,
2
n
or n measures D : Hence , if there is any Number of Terms of the odd Series, whose
Sum is — D, that Number measures D ; whereby it’s evident there can be no Solu¬
tion of the Problem , but one, for every even Number of Terms , whose Sum is D, and
whereof the least Term is greater than 1 ; and because that Number of Terms must
measure D, it follows, that there cannot be more Solutions than there are even Mea¬
sures of D : But yet again, I fay, that there cannot be more Solutions than the Num¬
ber of reciprocal Measures of D, or one for each Pair , which are both even Numbers :
And
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And to demonstrate this , and find the general Expression for them all , agreeable to
the Rule , we proceed thus ; D being the Sum of an even Number , «, ofTerms of the
f—1, express the two middle
•—i , — —
odd Series, whole common Difference is 2, then —
n
n
Terms ; for the Sum of the two middle Terms is equal to the Sum of the Extremes,
hence A -\ ~l —
n 2 ; because A -j- i * - — D> and
the Sum of the two middle Terms is also 1 -^5 .. But it is a known

which is equal

A -fso,

l 5 therefore

to

n

n

Truth , that the half Sum, more or less the half Difference of two Numbers , is equal
being the Sum of the middle Terms , —
to the greater or lc-ffer of them 5 wherefore
is the half Sum • also 2 being their Difference , 1 is the half Difference ; therefore
5 .4 -1 is the greater , and ? — x the lesser middle Term : From which , again, we
nn
may find the two Extremes , A, I, thus 5 Suppose the greater middle Term , - -}~i,
to be a lesser Extreme , with respect to / ; and 5n 1— to be a greater Extreme,
with respect to A ; then the Number of Terms , from A to I, being n, that from A
—x to I, will be - ; from which take x, the Remainder
to ——1, and from —f
n2
n
is ——x — -— - ; and from the common Rules , I is = —
n2
2
2

— ^= —
»

— x;

these being the same Expressions,
f ~Zz. —5 j- - i .—n. Now
1—2 x S
also, A———
n
n2
as for I and A, in the iff Cafe ; all the rest of the Investigation is the fame as
there ; whereby the two Roots sought are -——, sis 5 which comprehend also
the ist Solution , wherein n— i, D —4^ —adx 2 ; whence id — a, and

a—?;

id —2 ,

2d-\- z .
:i4 *i, which are the Rules of that first Solution ;
2
two reciprocal Measures of D) all the ■Solutions of the
a— t a-f- n
upon Condition also that a , n,
Problem are universally expressed by -—
z
z -,
be both even Numbers ; for else the Roots cannot be Integers : They must also be diffe¬
, in the last Place it is clear that all the
:
rent Numbers .; else a—n = o Whence
Solutions amount only to one for every Pair of the reciprocal Measures of D, which
are both even Numbers.
—1 ; also 2
any
■an(
So that D .being
■d

ScHOLl

VM

II.

In the preceding Problem , the given Difference being called D, will, in some Solu¬
tions, be less than - —- squar’d, and in some greater ; and indeed , in some Values of D,
,i

so

,

- 2

there will be no Solution , in whish B will be less than

-

squared ; And in some
Cases

44 °
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Cases these will be no Solution , wherein D is greater than
I

you will find Solutions of both Kinds .
particularly.

2.

V.

squar’d. In other Cases

But I shall also explain these Things more

Jst- If D is an even Number , then ( l .) If it ’s left than 24 , it must be 8, 12, 16, or

ao ; for no other even Number left than 24, is a Multiple of 4 : And in all these there
is but one Solution , viz. Where 2 is one of the reciprocal Measures ; because no other
Pair of reciprocal Measures of any of these Numbers , are both even Numbers ; and
the lesser Roots in these several Examples are - —- ,
^ZT2 , IfZZL (viz.
2

L

2

2

when 8—4X2, 12—6X2, 16— 8X2, 20— 10X2, are the Values of D) and the Squares of
these are all left than D, or 24 ; for they are, 1, 4, 9, 16. ( 2.) If D is 24, or greater,
then in some Values of it there will be but one Solution ; and in that , D (—axn)
will be left than -—- squared : And such are all these Values of D, whose 4th
2

Part
4th
bers
And

is an odd Number ; for since D must be a Multiple of 4, ' let it be =4 d if
;
its
Part , d, is an odd Number , it follows, that it can have no Pair of even Num¬
for its reciprocal Measures, but 2 and 2d ; so that there is but this one Solution:

here the Roots are 2

,

2T_ , which are equal to d— 1, and d-\ -i ; whose

Squa res are both greater than D . That d—1 is greater than D —4^, is thus proved j
d—1 —dd—id- f- i ; add 2d both to this Square and to 4d ; the Sums are dd-j- i,
and 6d 3 divide both by d, and the Quotes are
d , and 6 But 4d being equal
to 24, or greater , it follows, that D must be
6, or greater ; and consequently

is greater than 6 ; and hence dd-{-i is greater than 6Xd 5 also dd- 2d+ x,
greater than 6Xd—id — ^ d ; that is, d—i 1 greater than D= 4d.
In all other Values of D (greater than 24 , and also an even Number ) there will
be, at least, two Solutions ; for we suppose now, that the 4th Part of D is an even
Number ; and therefore D may be represented , 4X25I— 2X4^, which make two Solu¬
tions ; and according as d is variously compounded , so will there be a Variety of
other Solutions ; in some of which D will be left , and in some greater , than the lesser
of the two Squares.
id.

If D is an odd Number, then (1.) If it’s a prime Number, there is but one

Solution , and the Roots sought are

r , and '^ ii

. And here , if D is 3 or 5,
-2
it is greater than the lesler Square 3 for this, in these Cases, is 1, or 4. But if D is
greater than 5, then it’s always less than the lesler Square sought, viz. -Square.
2
2

For D— i 1=D 1—2 D-f -ij and

Square , — B * 2 fiJll ; compare this with
2
4
D , thus , multiply both by 4, and the Products are IV>—2
4D ; add 2D to

both , the Sums are Da+t > 61) 3 divide both these by B , the Quotes are D-f -g,
6;
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6 • but D is supposed to be an odd Number greater titan 5, that is, 7 at least, and
consequently D + -^ is greater than 6 And
:

hence going backwards , D "-{- i

than . 6D3 also D' -j- i —2D, greater than

6D

—2D —4D ; and

than D, or D less than ? — I squar ’d . ( a.) IfI ) is

an

is

greater

— — greater

4

odd compostte Number , there will

be several Solutions , according to the Variety of the Composition 3and in all Cafes, there

will be at least, two Solutions, whe reof the Roots of one will be ———, ———, both
a
2.
their Squares being greater than D 3 because D is greater than 5 ; as already strewn.
3d. Another Thing to be observed here , is, That having found all the reciprocal
Measures of D 3 if you begin with that Pair , which consists of the least and greatest
Measures of D , i . e. that Pair which have the greatest Difference 3 or also with that
Pair whsoh have the least Difference 3 and so proceed in Order : Then , is the first
Solution makes - —- squared , lest or greater than D, go on till you have a Solution
making - _ —squared, contrarify greater
2

or

lest than D 3 and after this, all the rest will be

the fame Kind . The Reason is plain 3 for let the reciprocal measures of D be repre¬
sented . as in the Margin 5 wherefore if a is the least, and
c &c.
b
a
A the greatest Measure of D, then it is plain that A—a
C &c.
A B
is greater than B—by which .is greater than C—cc.&
Therefore if ^- A. squared is greater than D , then ha-

of

/fA= £B= cC= 8tc.= D

ving proceeded till we find a Solution , wherein *—'
- 9. squared (x, y, being
any
2
Pair os reciprocal Measures of D) is lest than D, all that follow will be so too 3 be¬
cause the Difference of the two reciprocal Measures grows still lest and lest. Again,
if A —a is lest than B—b, Sec-. ( i . e. if a is the greatest Measure of D, which is less
than its reciprocal Measure) then if ——- squared is lest . than D, having proceeded
till we find a Solutiop , in whichsquared
2

is greater than D, all after this will

be so too 3 because the Differences increase. '

PROBLEM

VII.

To -find 3 Integral Squares (or 3 Integral Roots, . whoso Squares- are) such, that
the greater is equal to the Sum of the two lessor.
Rule .

Affume any square .Number , N% greater than 4 5 and-take any two of its

reciprocal Measures, as a, n 5 then are

a

'2

. the Roots of two Squares*

yvhich with N1 solve the Problem.
Exam. 1 . If we affume 9= 1X9 5 the 3 Squares sought are 9, 16, 25.
Exam . 2. If we affume 64= 2X32= -4X16 3 the 3 Squares sought are 64, 225,289,
•er

64, 36,100.

[LHJ

Demon,
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Demon . The universal Reason of this is contained in the Demonstration

of the pre*

ceding Problem 5 for the Difference of two Squares may be any odd Number greater than
1, or any even Number greater than 4, and measurable by 4, ( by the preceding lemma )
therefore it may be any Square Number greater than 4 ; because any such Square is
either an odd Number greater than r , or it is an even Number measurable by 4 (as
all even Squares are, by I ’heor. XXIX . § 4. Chap. 1.)
Scholiums.

I . By this Rule , the Square assumed is always one of the two lesser, because it is the
Difference of the other two ; and if the Problem be limited to this Condition , viz. That
of the three Squares, the assumed ( or given) one be the least, or also the middle one
of the three , then it may be done thus:
(i ° .) To make the assumed Square the least of the Three ; if you assume N*,
an odd Square , then as it must be greater than l , so the other a Roots will be
2
N1—1
and - a , which will be greater than N 5 as is (hewn in the second Article of
Schol. zd. to the preceding ‘Problem $ where it’s shewn , that if D (an odd Number)
is greater than 5, then —— - squared is greater than D , i. e. in the present Case, —-ZTLi.
a
_
r
Iquar ’d is greater than N 1 j for here N1 is at least 9. Again, if you assume N 1 an even
Number , as it must be a Multiple of 4, in order to be the Difference of 2 Squares, so it
must be the Multiple of it by some Square Number , for else the Product of it by a
Square 4 could not produce a Square Number ( by Coroll. 2 . ‘Theor. II . Book III.
Chap . I .) Suppose now, that N i=4Xa 1=2X2Æl, then are —-

- (= Æa-—1) and -KLlt?

(= r^ - j- r) two Roots, which solve the Problem in all Cases wherein N * is greater than
16 ; as appears by the first Article of Schol. 2 . to the preceding Problem ; for there
it ’s strewn, that when D ( or in this Case N 1) is greater than 24 (as it must be if it ’s
a Square Number greater than 16) then it is less than d—i 1, the lesser of the Squares
sought (which is in this Case a' — 1 Iquar ’d .) But if NP— 16, this will not solve the
==i 5, and consequently ^ = 4, and c/— 1= 3, less
Problem , because then 4.xazs
than 4—N.
(2 ° .) To make the assumed Square Number the middle one of the Three ; then find
all its reciprocal Measures, and take that Pair which have the least Difference , sup¬
pose them to be x, y j then if - —- is less than N , the Problem is possible,
and

2

?± 2 , are two Roots which solve it ; but if
2

2

is greater than

N , the Problem is impossible ; for the Difference of all the other Pairs
of reciprocal Measures being, by Supposition, greater than x —j ', therefore
being
will be less than the half of the Difference of these others 5 so that — 2
2
they
greater than N , and the half Difference of all the others being greater than
must still be greater than N, and consequently N 1 is the least, and not the middle of
the three Squares.
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the given Square Number is proposed as the greatest of the three, [ which i*
the fame Problem as proposing to divide a given Integral Square into two other Inte¬
gral Squares] the Limitation is still more difficult; and the preceding Rule is of no
use here ; nor do I indeed know any Rule better or easier than taking all the Num¬
bers less than N, and adding together the Squares of every one of them, whereby you'll
find every Pair of Squares lest than N% whole Sum is equal to N\
Is

But in seme Cafes the Impossibility of this Problem may be discovered without the
Application of this tedious Rule 3 thus, divide the given Square by 4 ; and if the
Remainder is 3, the Problem is impossible; the Reason of which you have in Cor. 4.
‘I'bsor, XXIX . § 4. Chap. I . Yet observe, that though the Remainder is not 3, or if
there is no Remainder, as in all even Squares, it does not follow that therefore the
given Square is divisible into two Squares.
Theorem

XXXV.

If 3 Numbers are such that the Square of the greater is equal to the Sum of the
Squares of the other two, the fame will be true also of any the like Multiples, or ali'quot Parts of these Numbers.
Exam. 3 , 4, 5, are such Numbers as proposed; and so are their Doubles, 6, 8, 10,
and their Triples , y, 12, 15 3 as you’ll find by Calculation.
Demon . Let A , B, C , be such that C ^ A ^+ B1, then are » A , » B, # C , such also,
viz. for
zC^ = »W tB« a-0 axBa, «Aa—;
but C*= A.H -B%
therefore their Equimultiples are also equal, viz. «1CI=» 1Aa-f >^1B1. The fame is true
of like aliquot Parts, which is but the Reverse of the former, since »A, #B, »C, may
represent any 3 Numbers which have a like aliquot Part denominated by 0.

COROLLARIES.
1. If it is proposed to find 3 Integral Numbers, such that the Square of the
greater be equal to the Sum of the other two Squares, and such too, that the Roots be
in certain Ratio’s to one another, then reduce these Ratios to a common Antecedent,
i. e. find 3 Numbers, which taken in a Series, are gradually to One another in the

Jiropofed
Ratios
(
I. IV
.
IV
.) and these
3 Numbers anwer the Problem, you have done, otherwise the Problem impossible3 for if there
by

•Probi.

‘Book

Chap.

if

is

are any other 3 Numbers in these Ratios that can solve the Problem, they are either the
least Terms of these Ratios, or like Multiples of them 3 if the least Terms, then the
like Multiples will also solve the Problem: If you sty they are some like Multiples of
the least Terms, then also the least Terms, which are like aliquot Parts of them, will
solve it 5 but the 3 Numbers first found must also be either the least Terms of the some
Ratios, or like Multiples of them 3 and therefore if they solve not the Problem, it
cannot be solved, because if any Terms of these Ratios solve it, all Terms must
solve it,

2. Having any 3 Numbers, such that the Square of the greater is equal to the

Sum of the Squares of the other two, we can find an infinite Number ot other Ex¬
amples of the some kind, by taking any like Multiples of the Numbers given.

iTrtEe-
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Theorem

XXXVI.

If the Root of any Square Number is equal to the Sum of two Square Numbers,
that Square is also equal to the Sum of two Square Numbers , whose Roots are, the
Difference of the two Squares whose Sum the first Root is, and double the Product
of their Roots.
V

Exam. 4 + 9— 13, and 13X13= 169— 144+ 25, two Squares, whose Roots are
12 (= 2X2X3) and 5 (= 9—4.)

Demon. Take any two Squares , a*, b1, their Sum is æ1+ ^*, and the Square of
a4—icfb ~-\ -b* is a Square,
;
this Sum is a4-\ -ia lbz-\ -b4~a 4—2æV'i +Æ4+4« 1£2 also
a Square , whose Root is zab.
whose Root is a*—bz 5 and 4is
Corole

. Hence

we learn

how

to find

a Square

Number

, which

is equal

to the

Sum of two Squares ; or,, another Rule for finding 3 Square Numbers , such that the
greater is equal to the Sum of the two lessor. But observe, that though we can here¬
by find an infinite Number of Answers to this Problem , yet all the possible Solutions
of the Problem cannot be found in this Method ; because all the Examples of this
Rule are of a particular Kind , viz. where the Root of the 'greatest Square is it self
the Sum of two Squares ; whereas there is an infinite Number of .other Examples not
of this Kind ; thus , 9, 12, 15, are such Roots, and yet 15 is not the Sum of two
Squares : But all the possible Examples of this Problem are to be found by ‘Probl. VII.
and therefore all the Examples found by this Rule must coincide with some of those
found by that universal Rule ; which Coincidence you may see thus : Let the assumed
Root of a Square be 2ab, its Square is $a ~bz—ia zX.2bz, and by the Rule of ‘Probl.Vlt.
—bz,i —- 2 ?—= æ1+£ 1, are two Roots which solve the Problem;
—_ 2
and of which Æ’+ i 5, the greatest of the 3 Roots , is it self the Sum of two Squares,
the Roots of the other two being the Difference of these two Squares, v\z . tf - r-b*,
to the present Theorem,
;
and double the Product of their Ropts , viz . lab agreeable

CHAP.

